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When the Rockwood School District implemented site

based management in 19 90, the change dramatically altered 

the district's overall communications program. 

The responsibilities and funds to pay for requested 

services were given to each of Rockwood' s schools and 

departments. As a 

projects, which 

result, monies 

were formerly 

for communications 

budgeted to the 

communications department, were shifted to the individual 

school accounts. Site-based management had seemingly 

l eft the communications department with a reduced budget 

and the challenge of recovering the schools' money and 

maintaining their business. 

What has evolved is a more effective program that 

also attempts to generate revenue for itself and the 

school district. The goals of this approach are to 

foster schools that are more accountable for their 

communication needs, a public relations program that is 

more answerable to its consumers, and greater 

opportunities for improved relations with clients in the 

community. RSD Communications became the department's 

new name and its services were marketed to both i nternal 

and external customers. 

Advertisements were placed in local publications, a 

competitive price structure was promoted and 11 word of 

mouth" recommendations soon led to inquiries by outside 

organizations. Site-based management allowed RSD 
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Communications to function as Rockwood's own in-house PR 

agency but also created the flexibility to provide 

services for clients in the community. 

To facilitate and communicate the financial 

procedures created by the department's restructuring, a 

computerized accounting system was implemented to meet 

the unique needs of the new in-house agency approach. 

The success of RSD Communications' self-supporting 

venture is evidenced by the schools' incentive to be 

better consumers as they search for the most cost

effective means of meeting their communication needs. 

RSD Communications staff members are able to prove their 

importance and contribution to the communication process 

through careful record keeping and detailed account 

statements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1952 when Scott Cutlip and Allen Center published 

the first edition of their landmark text, Effective 

Public Relations, they included a chapter dealing with 

the practice of communication in public education. They 

began the section with this comment: "The progress of the 

school as an institution of democracy depends upon the 

support of the public it serves" (561) 

Little has changed in the forty years since that 

opinion was first expressed. Today, public education 

remains caught in a web of difficult relationships, rapid 

change and shifting social patterns. These critical 

variables have heightened public awareness of education 

thereby launching a broadly-supported reform of our 

schools . The ensuing changes have resulted in greater 

costs, higher expectations and an increasing degree of 

criticism. 

Since 1935 when the National School Public Relations 

Association was established, school administrators have 

attempted to deal with the challenge of maintaining a 

positive public image amid a storm of ongoing changes and 

scrutiny. 

In the 

communicate 

early days, educators attempted to 

with parents and patrons via handwritten 

newsletters and town meetings conducted in the local 

schoolhouse . A single course in English composition 
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might have been a sufficient qualification for employment 

as a district's community relations director. 

Today, some school districts have graduated to the 

use of desktop publishing, four-color publications, board 

meetings transmitted over cable television and 

promotional videos filled with special effects. Many 

districts with a need for a full-time communications 

staff now 

relations, 

reporting. 

require 

graphic 

experience 

design, 

in marketing, public 

broadcasting or news 

Not all school systems have reached this level. 

Communications programs founded on such modern components 

and progressive standards are still only a dream for some 

school districts hobbled by inadequate finances and 

conservative attitudes. But most administrators with an 

appreciation for quality public relations are aware of 

the role these tools can play in disseminating news about 

education and competing with the high- tech communication 

tactics of the business world . 

In theory, the practice of public relations in a 

public school district should differ little from how the 

same principles are applied in the corporate arena. 

Whether the news is a school board meeting or an annual 

shareholders' gathering, the fundamentals of 

communication are interchangeable. Obviously, there are 

some things unique to educational public relations. The 
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target audience is different, the modes of communication 

may vary and the budget is likely to be proportionately 

smaller, but the same basic truths apply . 

In practice, however, because of budget issues the 

public relations programs in many school districts are 

often simplified versions of their potential. Even in 

systems consisting of 10,000 or more students and several 

hundred employees, it is not unusual to find a single 

person responsible for all public relations efforts . 

This person's job accountabilities may also include 

business partnerships, adult education and miscellaneous 

tasks designated by the superintendent. The importance 

of public relations in the educational arena is usually 

acknowledged by central off ice and school administrators, 

but only in a few school systems is the PR function fully 

supported or adequately developed. 

Why is it that corporations, even those smaller than 

some public school districts, seem to do a better job of 

utilizing trained public relations professionals? Even 

those companies without the budget to afford a formal 

communications department may still employ outside 

agencies to handle their marketing, advertising and 

public relations activities . Readings in periodicals 

such as Public Relations Quarterly, Public Relations 

Journal, PR Reporter and Communication World confirm the 

impression that the practice of public relations is much 
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more effective and lucrative in the corporate world than 

it is in public education. 

The differences between educational and corporate PR 

are understandable. The success of agencies and in-house 

departments is measured against the bottom line or in 

terms of how the corporate image influences revenues . 

There is a pressure to produce or face the risk of losing 

either an account or a career. Accountability often 

leads to improved performance which, in turn, stimulates 

profits that can be both measurable and immeasurable for 

the company . 

The accountability factor has long been absent in 

the field of public relations related to public 

education. In a school district, the director of public 

relations, community relations or public affairs may be 

responsible for information communicated to the 

community, but he or she rarely needs to provide 

justification - financial or otherwise - for the actual 

communications program. That assumption, however, has 

begun to disappear in educational circles in the face of 

dwindling finances and a forced re-examination of 

priorities. 

At the 1993 convention of the National School Public 

Relations Association in San Diego, many of the skill 

sessions focused on how those in attendance can make 

themselves indispensable to their respective school 
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districts. The underlying theme became obvious 

throughout the conference: PR professionals serving 

public schools are in jeopardy of losing their jobs 

unless they can justify their importance to the 

district's everyday mission and long range strategic 

plan. 

Actually, the threat of being eliminated from the 

organizational chart is just as real and prevalent for 

those involved in corporate public relations. The 

difference has been that corporate or agency PR 

practitioners have been more accustomed to justifying 

their continued existence by demonstrating the cost 

effectiveness of their service. Until recently, that 

option has never really existed for educational PR 

professionals because their services have largely been 

viewed as unavoidable expenditures rather than revenue

generating ventures for the district. The opportunities 

for financial contribution have been overlooked. 

Interestingly enough, the budgetary aspects of a new 

trend in school management now give educational PR 

practitioners the ideal opportunity to develop their own 

program into a self-supporting and clearly justifiable 

service to the school district. The increasingly common 

practice of site-based management in public education 

advocates that schools should be given the freedom to 

manage themselves, thereby creating a new sense of 
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identity and "ownership" for the school, its staff and 

students. This self-management approach gives the 

administration of each school more freedom to make 

decisions in such matters as curriculum, discipline and 

finances. 

In 1990, when the Rockwood School District in west 

St. Louis County adopted the site- based management 

approach for all of its 23 schools, every department in 

the district faced new fiscal challenges. Instead of 

services being provided routinely for each school by the 

central administration, the responsibility of meeting 

needs and administering budgets with money appropriated 

by the school board was transferred to the individual 

schools. 

From food services to maintenance, every supporting 

department in the district faced the arduous task of 

creating specialized accounting systems that would 

invoice each school for services rendered. Conversely, 

another reality of the site-based management approach 

meant that the funds normally allocated to the various 

supporting departments were now divided among the 

individual schools so the principals could decide for 

themselves how to spend the money. In a sense, the money 

had to be "earned back" if the supporting departments 

wanted to justify their existence. 

For the Rockwood communications department, the 
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challenge of dealing with 23 individually managed schools 

created the perfect occasion to market its services, make 

itself indispensable and apply many of the strategies 

introduced successfully by agencies and in-house 

departments in the corporate arena. The communications 

department thereby operated as an in-house PR department 

with the responsibility of maintaining the district's 

"corporate" image while, at the same time, assuming the 

identity of an external agency competing for 23 

individual accounts. While the advantages of this new 

system were recognized immediately, there were also many 

disadvantages and unforseen challenges that quickly 

confronted the department's leadership. 

What evolved was a plan of action that slowly 

transformed the department into a self-supporting unit 

within the school district. Billing individual schools 

for various services created an opportunity for tracking 

every dollar that was added to or spent from the 

department's budget. In the process, an accounting 

vehicle was developed that allows the department's staff 

to see exactly where and how its money is spent and 

earned. The department now functions as a self

supporting, in-house agency with a revenue-generating 

clientele that includes community organizations, area 

businesses, neighboring school systems and, most 

importantly, Rockwood's own schools and offices. 
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The dynamics of this self-sufficient approach have 

placed it at the cutting edge of current trends in 

educational and corporate communications . 

concept of an independent PR agency 

In fact, the 

within an 

organization is somewhat innovative even in the private 

sector. 

"It may not be life imitating art, but some 

corporate PR departments are imitating commercial PR 

agencies, with results so successful that the biggest 

problem is keeping up with client demand," writes Dwight 

A. Johnson in the prologue. to his article, "Build Your 

Own In-House Agency," that appeared in the June/July l 993 

issue of Communication World . 

The same should be true of public relations efforts 

on behalf of public schools. Like Rockwood, public and 

community relations departments in educational settings 

have long had the opportunity to function as small 

"agencies" working within a large or medium-sized 

"corporate" framework. The communications approach in 

Rockwood is different from the PR programs in most other 

school district because it follows new prototypes for 

design and operation. Rockwood' s communications 

department i s successful in justifying its services 

through strategic positioning. The department has the 

energy of an agency while maintaining a corporate 

mentality; it uses the financial aspects of site-based 
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management to generate revenue and justify expenditures; 

and, it consistently strives to learn from current trends 

and insights shared by PR practitioners in the private 

sector. 

The renaissance of Rockwood' s communications program 

into a self-supporting unit has not been without 

miscalculations , unexpected obstacles and instances of 

success common to any new venture . 

In light of this evolutionary process, the 

objectives of this document are three-fold: To provide 

an outline of research from which the self-supporting 

public relations approach can be studied; to explain the 

integral components of a self - supporting PR program from 

a logistical and financial perspective; and to 

objectively discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 

this approach based upon the experiences of Rockwood's 

communications department and similar corporate programs 

also attempting the in-house agency approach. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The concept of operating an in-house public 

relations agency in either a corporate or an educational 

environment is so new that only a handful of influential 

practitioners and theorists have become subscribers. A 

review of current literature written by communication 

scholars on the subject of public relations in the 

education and corporate arenas produced few references to 

the topic of self-supporting PR agencies in either 

setting. 

For instance, Fraser P. Sei tel, a senior vice

president and director of public affairs for Chase 

Manhattan Bank, has authored one of the most widely read 

public relations textbooks since 1980 . Yet, in the most 

recent printing of The Practice of Public Relations 

(1992), there is no discussion of corporate PR offices 

operating as in-house, self-supporting agencies. 

Given the lack of substantial literature from 

corporate PR authorities like Seitel, it is not 

surprising that little discussion on this subject has 

come from influential thinkers in the field of 

educational public relations. Some of education's most 

respected experts have yet to explore the topic. These 

include Richard Bagin, ASPR/APR, the executive director 

of the National School Public Relations Association; Pat 

Jackson, APR, a senior counsel for the public relations 
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consulting firm of Jackson, Jackson & Wagner; and William 

J. Banach, ASPR, chairman of the public relations 

consulting firm Banach, Banach & Cassidy . 

One possible explanation for the lack of literature 

dealing with the in- house approach for educational PR is 

that the strategy has been attempted previously and found 

to be unsuccessful. If this were the case, then at least 

some research or article dealing with the ineffectiveness 

of this method should have been discovered, but none was. 

A more logical reason is that those in charge of 

public relations for school districts have been so busy 

defining their roles and applying the principles of 

practical public relations that little priority has been 

assigned to departmental reorganization. Educational 

public relations is evolving. Only recently has it 

reached a plateau that would accommodate a paradigm shift 

of this proportion. This is a possible explanation for 

the absence of any meaningful literature on self

supporting, in- house agencies from experts in the field 

of educational PR. 

A review of relevant literature shows that the self 

supporting public relations approach, even in the private 

sector, is so new that only in very recent publications 

have entire articles been devoted to the topic. 

References to the realities and logistics of self 

supporting PR can be seen in professional articles dating 
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to 1990, giving an historical perspective to the 

emergence of this strategy. 

In the Winter 1990 issue of Public Relations 

Quarterly, A. C. Croft outlined "Ten Management Strategies 

for Public Relations Profitability." It was the first 

such article suggesting the concept of self-supporting 

public relations . In the article, Croft lists several 

tactics for ensuring profitability, growth and success. 

He advises firms to develop a long-term business plan, 

establish reasonable goals, target a market niche or 

strategic position, and conduct an ongoing marketing 

program ( 11) . 

"Firms should create a reputation for creativity, 

strategic management and good results," Croft said. 

"High staff productivity must be encouraged and 

maintained" (12). 

Croft suggests that a system for tracking client 

profitability should be implemented. He also insists 

that firms charge fair but adequate prices for their 

services, control their costs and manage their time 

efficiently and productively (13-14). 

Croft's article is especially relevant to the 

financial implications of establishing a self-supporting 

PR agency within a school district. His points on 

tracking client profitability and charging fair prices 

are essential to the accounting (charge-back) aspects of 
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in-house public relations . 

Adam Shell also referred to the public relations 

accounting process in his March 1990 Public Relations 

Journal article, "Firms Get Tough About Non-Payment. 11 

"Public relations companies are asking clients to 

pay fees in advance, writing contracts carefully, 

watching accounts receivables closely, and running 

thorough financial checks on prospective clients in 

response to an increase in non-paying accounts," Shell 

said (7). 

Shell's comments about carefully written contracts 

and closely monitored accounts receivable are pertinent 

to the concept of a self-supporting educational public 

relations program driven by site-based managed schools. 

Being prepared to handle incoming payments is especially 

important if schools are going to purchase the services 

they need from a district's in-house communications 

agency. Without that abil ity, the demand of tracking the 

services provided, issuing invoices and applying payments 

would be difficult in a small school district and 

overwhelming in a large one. 

An article by Frank L . Pollare appears in the March 

1990 edition of the Public Relations Journal . In 

''Surviving the Budgeting Game, 11 Pollare says that "public 
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relations and marketing professionals should follow a 

step-by-step procedure to prepare an annual budget that 

will survive management scrutiny" (29}. 

Three basic points Pollare believes should be 

considered are the long- and short-term needs of the 

organization, the limit on PR and marketing funding, and 

the organization's actual PR and marketing needs (29). 

Pollare also refers to a department's capability to bill 

expenses directly, another important component of the in

house agency approach. 

" If a budget reaches the 

professionals 

realistic and 

should 

they 

begin 

should 

with 

know 

cutting stage, PR 

a budget that is 

how to justify 

expenditures," Pollare said (30} . This alone should be 

the motivation for organizing a self-supporting PR 

department in a school district where finances have been 

curtailed. Public relations administrators must know how 

to defend their funds. 

John F. Budd Jr. analyzes where PR will be in the 

year 2000 in his article, "When Less is More: Public 

Relation's Paradox of Growth," published in the Spring 

1990 issue of Public Relations Quarterly. Budd believes 

the future of public relations will be influenced by 

trends which began occurring in 1990. 

"In 2000, it is predicted that many large PR firms 
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will no longer exist and that the credibility of senior 

management and corporate PR departments will be a very 

important issue, 11 Budd writes {11) . His forecast gives 

plausibility to the idea that, in the future, smaller in

house PR departments will receive more attention and be 

given more responsibility as the services of large 

outside agencies become too costly and uncontrollable. 

This idea is refuted, however, in a May 20, 1991 

special issue of the Los Angeles Business Journal. In 

her article, "Cuts Give New Definition to Full-Time 

Work," Anne Rackham reports that recessionary times have 

been good for public relations firms relative to 

companies cutting their in - house publicity departments 

and advertising budgets (42). 

In Rackham's article, Stuart Zanville, director of 

public relations for Knotts Berry Farm in Buena Park, 

Ca . , comments on the declining number of in-house jobs. 

11 In tough economic times, companies cut their PR 

departments," Zanville notes (42). 

Rackham makes the point that II the decision of 

whether to go with an outside agency or inside employees 

for publicity is often based on cost, regardless of the 

nature of the economy" (42) 

In the same article, Rackham quotes Phil Myers, 

senior vice - president at the Los Angeles office of GCI 



Group, the public relations arm of Grey Advertising Inc . , 

as saying it makes sense to have an in-house PR director 

at a large company "because that person is going to have 

enough to do" (42). At a small company, Myers suggests 

it is often more affordable to use an agency because 

there are no benefits to pay and the cost is tax 

deductible as a business expense. These factors also may 

be advantageous for school districts of any size when 

faced with similar financial considerations. 

Rackham said the best arrangement is to employ an 

in-house PR staff and use outside agencies for special 

projects . In education, this might be a viable 

alternative for large school districts searching for more 

efficient ways to use their public relations budgets. 

Myers said he did this when he was vice - president of 

public relations for 20th Century Fox. But he added that 

"a lot of the in- house people may feel threatened if they 

are not involved in the selection of the agency" (42) . 

A July 23, 1990 article by David Finn in the 

Marketing News provided some interesting observations for 

PR departments thinking about restructuring. Titled, "An 

Integrated Approach is Best in Any Communications 

Effort, 11 Finn's 

should conduct 

article recommends that a corporation 

11 
••• an audit of all the company's PR 

activities, measuring their congruence with the company's 
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corporate and marketing objectives, in order to create a 

policy that links them together" (14) . 

Finn's advice on conducting an audit underscores the 

importance of an agreement between the mission statements 

and strategic plans of a school district's administration 

and its communications department. To avoid internal 

misunderstandings, a consensus of this kind needs to be 

reached long before the self-supporting public relations 

approach is undertaken . 

One of the primary considerations for any public 

relations department entertaining the idea of attempting 

the in-house agency approach is how to market its 

services to a primary clientele. This is especially true 

of a school district's PR department in that it must 

maintain the businesses of several schools that are site

based managed . 

According to an article by Dorothy Levy in the Fall 

1990 edition of Public Relations Quarterly, public 

awareness is increasingly vital to the marketing and 

financial functions of an in-house agency. Levy asserts 

that self - supporting units must be visi bly active in 

order to preserve the freedom of serving their districts 

in an independent and profitable capacity (34) . In other 

words, public relations departments that attempt to 

become self-supporting must assume the added 
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responsibility of aggressively marketing their programs 

and helping clients understand the financial terms of 

their services. Failure to do so will likely result in 

lost revenues, slashed budgets and/or downsizing of the 

department. 

On a similar note, Todd Lief and Nan Kilkeary 

discuss the accountabilities of the in-house PR approach 

in their February 1991 article, "Building Competitive 

Strength: Adjust Small Firm Philosophies to Break Through 

Barriers," published in the Public Relations Journal. 

Lief and Kilkeary believe managers of small PR 

companies must avoid obstacles to growth if they want to 

sustain progress and promote quality . According to the 

authors, the obstacles to growth common to small PR 

companies include having only one key executive, lacking 

a balance between business and creative systems and 

believing that some jobs are too big (22). 

Where growth is concerned, Lief and Kilkeary feel 

that firm size is not nearly as important as talent, 

energy and the proper match between client and firm. The 

latter point should be a particular strength for 

educational public relations departments given the 

assignment of identifying and promoting the strengths of 

their district's schools (24) 

Interestingly enough, the communications department 
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of the Rockwood School District has attempted to avoid 

many of the barriers Lief and Kilkeary warn against. The 

district recently added an associate director to help 

manage the department's self-supporting efforts and bring 

a balance to the accounting and creative functions. 

In a related article titled, "What is the Single 

Biggest Inhibitor to Growth for Small/Medium firms? 11 also 

from the February 1991 issue of the Public Relations 

Journal, Lief and Kilkeary survey the opinions of 13 PR 

professionals on what they believe to be the single 

greatest inhibitor to growth for small- and mid-sized 

public relations firms . Among the professionals 

interviewed are Howard Kalt, president of Kalt, Rosen & 

Associates; Dana L. Clay , president of Everett, Clay & 

Associates, Inc.; and Lee Duffey, president of Duffey 

Communications. 

In the article, Kalt expresses the feeling that a 

lack of necessary business skills is the most significant 

inhibitor ( 26) , while Duffey thinks that a lack of 

confidence is a key obstacle to the success of small 

firms (27). Clay believes that firms often have not 

found the proper balance between developing new 

businesses and servicing the business they have (27). 

Clay's observations are especially relevant to a 

public relations program like the one at Rockwood which 
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attempts to generate additional revenue by attracting new 

clients from outside the school district. The 

complexities of this approach will be discussed further 

in subsequent 

conflicts of 

chapters. 

interest 

However, 

created 

there 

when 

are certain 

district PR 

departments are forced to decide which jobs will be given 

priority: those from schools and departments within the 

district or those from outside clients accustomed to 

immediate service. 

In an article by Cheri L. Brennan in the February 4, 

1991 issue of the Puget Sound Business Journal, R. Danner 

Graves, president of Communications Northwest Inc. , notes 

the emergence of more bottom line accountability among PR 

agencies of all sizes. 

"At one time, getting lots of news clippings was the 

measure of success," Graves said. "Now performance is 

tied to profit contributions or linked to other specific 

outcomes" (19) Again, this is particularly true of 

school district public relations departments which must 

justify their services in the face of smaller budgets and 

greater financial scrutiny. 

"Like other occupations, public relations must 

respond to the pressures of an increasingly complex and 

global world," Brennan said . "Continued effectiveness 

will depend in part on the ability to adapt" (19). 
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Catherine J. Cummings discusses the topic of 

financial management for public relations departments in 

"The Marketing Manager and the Public Relations Budget," 

in the Spring 1991 issue of Public Relations Quarterly . 

11 A good client - firm relationship involves a thorough 

understanding of the PR firm's billing system," Cummings 

says (16) . She also advises that an hourly fee structure 

encourages clients to manage their time, requests and 

costs effectively (17). 

Cummings' observation was found to be true in the 

Rockwood School District when individual schools suddenly 

had to pay for the communications service they received. 

Previously, schools thought nothing of ordering the 

design and printing of several hundred brochures when 

purchased by the school district. Now, administrators 

think twice about the services they request because the 

communications department charges by the hour and the 

funds come from the schools' own budgets. The result has 

been less waste of time, materials and money. 

Of special interest is an article titled "Uproar in 

Marketplace Sparks a Spate of Restructuring" by Liz 

Mullen that appeared in the Los Angeles Business Journal 

on May 20, 1991. The article reported that some PR 

agencies experienced continued growth in the early 19 90s, 

while others laid off employees and reported flat or 
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One such agency, the Los Angeles 

office of Burson-Marsteller, laid off five employees in 

early 1991. 

The five employees were laid off because 11 we just 

got to a point where we had to reduce compensation costs 

so we could maintain a level of profitability, 11 said 

Douglas Buemi, executive vice president of the Los 

Angeles office (41). Regardless of size, most PR 

agencies or departments will experience this scenario 

when profits decrease. 

11 In any business, but especially in the public 

relations field, if you stay the same, not only are you 

not growing, but you're falling behind, 11 said Richards . 

Kline, chairman of Berkheimer, Kline, Golin & Harris, a 

Los Angeles based PR agency (42) . 

In the article, Kline said he has noticed that 

corporations, although not firing their entire public 

relations staff, are downsizing. 

Kline recently won the public 

In fact, Berkheimer 

affairs business of 

Chrysler Corp., which closed its West Coast group as a 

cost-cutting measure (42). 

Public relations directors for public school 

districts can learn a valuable lesson from articles such 

as this one by Mullen: Develop the mentality of an in

house agency looking for every opportunity to acquire new 

11 clients 11 or face the risk of becoming another victim of 
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cost-cutting measures with your responsibilities given to 

an agency outside the district. 

"PR Agencies Promote Audit to Cut Recession Losses" 

is the title of a November 1991 article by Howard 

Schlossberg in the Marketing News. Like Finn's article 

in the same publication almost 18 months earlier, 

Schlossberg's research describes the use of public 

relations audit services to reduce communication 

expenditures. 

Schlossberg cites Information Counselors in Bethel, 

Conn . , as a firm that now aggressively markets its own 

audit service. Alexandra Ballentine of Information 

Counselors says in the article that "an audit examines 

the mechanics of a [PR] program, the research performed 

for it, the results of it and the people administering 

it 11 (6). 

In an industry ravaged by the current recession as 

firms trim their marketing and communication budgets, 

Schlossberg says "PR practitioners are expanding their 

repertoires and services to boost business and hold onto 

existing accounts" ( 6) . The PR audit is one type of 

service being offered more frequently by agencies and 

large communications departments . 

Schlossberg points out, however, that audits and 

other services offered by larger PR firms are being 
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shunned somewhat because client corporations perceive 

them as "looking for their profit margins" and believe 

they "won't necessarily recommend the best method if it's 

not profitable for the agency" (6) . 

According to the article, much of today's work is 

being farmed out to freelancers who will work on a 

project basis, keeping corporate expenses down in the 

short term. 

"That's why consultants and freelancers are doing 

very well right now, 11 said an anonymous New York 

consultant quoted in the article who noted that 11 client 

companies perceive those kinds of workers as being able 

to provide lower cost services than larger shops 11 (6). 

Schlossberg's article raises interesting questions 

for a communications program such as Rockwood's. The 

need for an audit like those described may actually help 

in defining and refining the department's services. 

Furthermore, the communications department itself may be 

able to add auditing to its resume of services once it 

has undergone and benefitted from the process. 

The PR audit is very different from financial audits 

typically conducted by accounting firms. To reiterate 

Finn's definition from an article discussed earlier, an 

organization should conduct 11 
••• an audit of all [its] PR 

activities, measuring their congruence with the company's 

corporate and marketing objectives, in order to create a 
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policy that links them together" (14). 

And what about Schlossberg's other points that may 

be relevant to Rockwood' s self-supporting PR program? 

From a financial standpoint, freelance writers, designers 

and accountants may actually be needed to assist with the 

workload or replace full-time employees to lower the cost 

of doing business . Also remaining to be seen is whether 

Rockwood' s self-supporting approach will continue to 

attract outside clients or interfere with service to its 

most important customer base -- the schools. 

The title of an article by George Simpson in the 

June 1 , 1992 issue of Folio: the Magazine for Magazine 

Management is extremely pertinent to the topic of self

supporting public relations. However, "The ABCs of In

House PR: How to Develop a High Return Public Relations 

Strategy You Can Afford," was little more than a few 

elementary PR guidelines for low budget magazine 

publishers . Nevertheless, Simpson's fundamental 

suggestions are worth repeating in the context of this 

discussion of innovative public relations management and 

media relations. After all, as Simpson suggests in the 

article: "A strategy is not enough: You need to learn 

some PR basics so that you don't turn off reporters and 

hurt your chances of coverage" ( 76) . 

Simpson's advice falls into seven main points: 

1 . Know the players: Separate reporters who cover 
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only editorials or features from those who are primarily 

interested in significant news. 

2 . Learn deadlines. Never call reporters when they 

are writing against a deadline - - unless the news is 

extraordinary . 

3. Find out what reporters want. Do not pitch 

stories that are out of a writer's normal subject area . 

4. Keep up-to-date changes in reporting beats. 

Reporters will not trust information if it is 

consistently sent to the attention of someone who has 

been gone from the position for a long time. 

5. Foster credibility. Give reporters good tips on 

stories, but also give them important news i n general. 

Since reporters are often on deadline, take their calls 

whenever possible so they do not go to another source. 

6. Know what is coming. 

trends and issues. 

Keep track of upcoming 

7. Finally, never lie or try to play games. All 

credibility will be lost and no amount of PR, no matter 

how good, will earn forgiveness for dishonesty. 

Though somewhat basic, Simpson's rules serve as a 

reminder that even PR programs on the cutting edge need 

to maintain a grasp of the rudimentary principles of the 

practice. 

In May 1993, Dena Winokur and Robert W. Kinkead's 

cover story for the Public Relations Journal was titled 
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"How Public Relations Fi ts Into Corporate Strategy. 11 The 

authors conducted an in-depth investigation into the 

attitudes of CEOs on public relations. The participating 

chi ef executives, drawn from small and large 

organizations, were asked about the values and 

expectations they hold for the role of PR in the future. 

Pr evious strategies of CEOs' activities as communicators 

and users of communication strategies were also reviewed. 

The research revealed that while the application of 

PR as a strategic management device is increasing, the PR 

professional is still not viewed as an essential adviser 

in the boardroom decision-making of most companies (21). 

This disregard also exists to some extent in many school 

districts employing a full - time public relations 

director. 

The buzz word at the 1993 Seminar of the National 

School Public Relations Association was "indispensable." 

Public relations directors from school districts across 

the country expressed the opinion that the key to 

becoming an essential member of the superintendent's 

cabinet was to position oneself for a more strategic 

counseling role where an active part can be played in the 

decision-making process. This is good advice, but such 

a scenario may take several years to develop . A faster 

way of securing a level of indispensability is to 

demonstrate the fiscal advantages and important 
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contributions that a self-supporting public relations 

program can bring to a financially burdened school 

district. 

The preceding articles discuss many of the emerging 

thoughts related to the theory of self-supporting public 

relations. Among those are the discernable patterns of 

strategic management, media relations, creative 

budgeting, client profitability, hourly fee structures, 

downsizing, outside agencies vs. freelance employees, 

public relations audits, bottom line accountability and 

indispensability. 

In the following chapters, these and other concepts 

will be developed to illustrate how each one directly 

contributes to an ongoing, self-supporting, in-house 

public relations program in the Rockwood School District. 
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SELECTIVE REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF RESEARCH 

In l ate spring of 1993, the communications 

department of the Rockwood School District was invited to 

present an outline of its self-supporting program at the 

40th Annual Seminar of the National School Public 

Relations Association in San Diego which was held that 

summer. Preparing for the presentation gave the 

department an opportunity to inventory its strengths and 

evaluate its weaknesses. For several weeks, 

communications staff members researched similar programs 

in other companies only to find that what was being done 

in Rockwood had been attempted in few other settings. 

To date, only a handful of articles speak 

specifically to the type of program being implemented in 

Rockwood. One of these emerged in the January 1991 issue 

of the Public Relations Journal. In their article, 

"Forecast 1991 : Finding Ways to Do More for Less 

Chal lenges Professionals this Year, " Susan Fry, Judy 

Gordon and Adam Shell write about several trends which 

are stil l evident nearl y three years later. 

"Paying attention to the bottom line, working 

smarter with fewer resources and finding cost - effective 

ways to get messages across are shared concerns of public 

relations professionals , regardless of their 

special ties, " according to the authors ( 2 2) . I ndeed, 

these are many of the challenges that spurred Rockwood's 
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communications department into becoming a self - supporting 

unit. 

Fry, Gordon and Shell comment that "Practitioners 

who can wear many hats and handle many different public 

relations functions are most likely to succeed" ( 23) . 

Rockwood's communications staff has found this to be true 

with requests for expertise ranging from public affairs 

to community relations to employee communication, issues 

management, marketing and even customer service training. 

In their article, Fry, Gordon and Shell write that 

"Professionals will have to master a balancing act 

between an organization's needs, its limited budgets and 

its publics' demands. Improving the bottom line will be 

paramount to success, as will cost control and working 

smarter, maybe with fewer people" (25). These three 

variables are integral to the success of a self

supporting public relations program. 

One of the reasons Rockwood's communications 

department could be so assertive in its development of 

the in-house, self - supporting program was because the 

entire school district was undergoing a strategic 

overhaul to better define its mission and goals. Every 

department in the system was asked to re-evaluate its 

responsibilities and objectives. 

identity began to emerge for 

As a result, a new 

the district and its 

programs, especially in the public relations area. 
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According to Moses Kanhai, the strategic creation of 

a new identity for an organization's communications 

program is often invaluable and necessary for that 

program's 

February 

continued 

1992 issue 

success. In an 

of Communication 

article 

World, 

in the 

Kanhai 

reports that, 

department is 

more often than not, the communications 

viewed as relatively unimportant and 

formal training (23) While many requiring no 

professional communicators will disagree with his 

there is some validity to his thoughts in perception, 

relation to designing new strategies and creating new 

images . 

Kanhai points out that an audience's belief in the 

ineffectiveness of the public relations department will 

eventually influence client-departments that rely on its 

advice and counsel. This image is likely to be a major 

factor in corporate decision-making about the 

dispensability of the public relations office in a time 

of organizing and reorganizing. 

"It should also be abundantly clear that the most 

important responsibility for correcting that identity 

problem rests with us [the communicators]," Kanhai 

writes. "We must know and understand who we are and why 

we exist. And we must ensure that senior management and 

our audiences know that, too" (23). 

Kanhai believes the best way to accomplish this is 
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to develop a strategic communications rather than a mass 

communications program. 

"What all this boil s down to is that the most 

effective way we can demonstrate our identity and value 

is to view ourselves as strategic communicators and for 

others to view us that way, 11 Kanhai comments (24). 

Kanhai says the distinction between mass and strategic is 

one of definition. 

"Mass communication is the domain of the mass 

media, 11 he writes. "Those are the journalists, 

broadcasters, or any group that delivers its message t o 

the 'general public'" (24). 

According to Kanhai, the II target audiences" are left 

to be served by strategic communicators. "The 

distinction may not unclutter all the confusion, but it 

certainly has potential to help us better understand who 

we are and why we exist," Kanhai states . "It allows us 

to refocus on our identity and our corporate mission. 

And it clarifies some of the common perceptions by our 

CEOs and other audiences" (24). 

Just as Kanhai advocates, the redefinition of 

Rockwood' s communications department as a self-supporting 

unit was closely tied to strategic communications and 

management. In an article allied to Kanhai's, Paul 

Forbes details the application of strategic management to 

public relations in the March 1992 issue of Public 
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process that enables any 
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"Strategic management is a 

organization company, 

association, nonprofit or government agency to 

identify its long- term opportunities and threats, 

mobilize its assets to address them and carry out a 

successful implementation strategy" ( 32) . In short, 

Forbes believes it is the flip side of reactive, short

term thinking that has pervaded so many U. S. companies 

and hobbled their ability to compete internationally. 

Forbes' theories apply to the development of a self

supporting program in Rockwood's communications 

department through a six-step curricular process: 

scanning the future; building scenarios; reviewing the 

mission; setting objectives, strategies and policies; 

implementing strategy; and evaluating and updating the 

plan. The following is a summary of the six steps as 

they relate to Rockwood's move toward a self-supporting 

program. 

Step 1: Scanning the Future -- "The organization 

must have a formal process for looking at least a decade 

ahead for opportunities and threats posed by social, 

economic, political, technological and environmental 

trends, 11 says Forbes. "Then the organization should 

inventory its structural, cultural and resource assets 

and liabilities in addressing these challenges" (32). 
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Rockwood's 

communications program toward self-supporting status was 

a proactive step to justify and protect its programs 

against the possibility of economic cuts in the future. 

The self-supporting approach also allows for continual 

assessment of the program's effectiveness. 

Step 2: Building scenarios -- Forbes believes "The 

trends identified in the future scanning process should 

be translated into three scenarios: an optimistic 

outcome, a more pessimistic outcome and another outcome 

somewhere between the two" (33) . This type of thinking 

was the catalyst in Rockwood' s effort to develop a 

financially self-sustaining department able to withstand 

significant budget cuts at the district level. 

Step 3: Reviewing the mission -- After considering 

likely future challenges, Forbes says a mission statement 

should be drawn up for the organization and for the 

public relations department. 

Forbes believes "A mission statement should not be 

immutable . On the contrary, it should be reviewed 

annually, to keep it relevant to the emerging future 11 

(33) . 

Forbes says the mission statement should define what 

business the organization and the department are in. 

Step 4 : Setting objectives, strategies and policies 

Forbes suggests that once the mission statement is 
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adopted it should be translated into a series of 

objectives detailing where the organization and/or the 

public relations department want to go . Strategies on 

how to get there should also be developed. Then a series 

of policies must be established to serve as a framework 

for implementation of these strategies. 

"Added together, " observes Forbes, 11 future scanning, 

scenario building, mission review, and setting 

objectives, strategies and policies make up what is 

generally known as strategic planning" (33). 

Step 5 : Implementing strategy Strategy 

implementation consists of the development and execution 

of detailed action plans and budgets that carry out the 

objectives and strategies set by senior management. 

Forbes believes the strategically-managed 

organization "manages by exception 11 
( 33) . 11 It gives each 

per son the freedom to develop a plan of action and report 

to management only when there is a divergence from the 

plan" Forbes writes (33) 

Step 6 : Evaluating and updating t he plan -- Forbes 

believes strategic management includes a process for an 

a nnual review of assumptions, and updating of strategies 

where necessary. It is a time to assess whether the 

agr eed-upon goals and objectives for the year have been 

attained and to review the performance of those entrusted 

with achieving them . According to Forbes, "The annual 
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evaluation completes the circular process of strategic 

management, leading directly to the next year's future 

scan and mission review" ( 33) . 

Forbes says that strategically- managed organizations 

are rarely blindsided by events. This is especially 

important for public relations programs such as 

Rockwood' s, whose communications department has been 

pr oactive, even assertive, in its attempt to stay ahead 

of other school districts by anticipating events and 

finding the right competitive niche, thus the development 

of the self-supporting, in-house agency approach . 

Forbes writes that strategically-managed 

organizations "spot emerging trends and take necessary 

corrective actions before being forced to do so by 

consumer or environmental activists. In short, they have 

learned how to manage change," he says (33). 

Forbes cautions, however, that once an organization 

employs strategic manageme-nt it will be inexorably driven 

toward accountability. "That's because the entire 

process is goal driven," he writes (33). 

Forbes also believes that strategic management of 

public relations works best when the organization is 

driven by the process. "If the CEO and the board know 

where they want to go and how to get there, the role of 

public relations will be clearly defined," he says (33). 

A public relations strategy can then be based on the 
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corporate plan, which is exactly the way Rockwood' s self

supporting PR program evolved . 

Finally, Forbes offers this advice for any public 

relations program considering a more strategic approach 

to the process of communication: "If you develop a well

planned public relations strategy based upon these six 

strategic management steps, you will have taken a 

significant step toward positioning yourself as an 

indispensable advisor to the CEO" {33) 

Of special interest and relevance to Rockwood' s 

program is Forbes' concluding comment in the article: 

"During the next decade, the traditional public relations 

departments of old will gradually give way to purchased 

services. What will be left will be strategic counselors 

to the CEO" (33) . 

If Forbes is correct in predicting that purchased 

services will be the norm in the future of public 

relations, then maximizing business opportunities may 

well become the focus of many communications programs. 

This is the premise of an article by Kyla Thompson in the 

March 1992 issue of Public Relations Journal. 

Thompson believes the public relations firm that 

anticipates a company's economic anxiety and offers 

services that continue to help create and maintain 

relationships for the company becomes a gold mine for its 

client. 
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Economic anxiety is all too real for many public 

school districts. With the funding formula having 

undergone recent revisions in Missouri, some larger 

districts such as Rockwood are a little anxious about 

their financial future. Without increases in local tax 

levies or drastic re-budgeting, employee layoffs may 

become more "probable II than 11 possible. 11 According to 

Thompson, this reality may have some painful, albeit 

advantageous results. 

"When companies lay off employees," says Thompson, 

"it's not that easy for someone to walk across the street 

and get hired by another company, because the company 

across the street is also laying off employees. 

Therefore, the situation drives the creation of many 

small business start-ups 11 
( 15) . 

As an example, Thompson cites the fact that small 

business is now the number one business in Colorado. 

Because many small business people are freelance 

journalists, graphic artists, desktop publishers, 

designers and photographers, public relations firms have 

the ability to stay small and hire these people on 

contract, rather than hiring them as full-time employees 

and adding to overhead costs . While communications 

personnel currently employed full-time by a public school 

district might be alarmed by this prospect, it may be an 

attractive alternative for a system facing financial 
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uncertainty. Because of strict teacher certification 

requirements, it is much more reasonable for a school 

district to hire a freelance writer or graphic artist 

than it is to hire a freelance teacher. 

In her article, Thompson quotes Charlie Russell, 

APR, president of Russell, Karsh, Hagan Public Relations 

based in Denver, Colo. 11 I have used freelancers on a 

project basis for several years, " Russell says. 11 As long 

as you deliver results and quality work to the client, 

the status of the people you hire is not an issue with 

the client 11 (15). 

Thompson writes that one of the most significant 

actions that a firm can take is to do a cost analysis of 

its "product lines 11 
- the services it offers. Indeed, 

one of the goals of Rockwood' s self-supporting program is 

to use accounting measures to carefully scrutinize the 

cost -benefit of each service provided. 

"It is necessary to track and analyze each product 

line with the objective of determining which ones are 

profitable and which ones are not," Thompson says. "The 

profitable products should become key selling points with 

new clients. The activities that are not profitable 

should not be pursued and pitched to new clients, even 

though they may be services that you enjoy delivering" 

(16) . Thompson advises, however, that unprofitable 

products should continue to be provided when a client 
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presses for delivery as part of a continuum of services. 

Thompson suggests that the more profitable services 

are usually consulting, publicity, community-based 

programs, employee relations, minority public relations 

and marketing communications, public affairs and 

strategic planning {16 ) . 

"The surviving public relations firms became 

chameleons, 11 Thompson writes. "When business scaled 

down, so did they. The survivors increased their 

networking, bettered their firm management and identified 

their profitable product Lines. That's why they' re still 

in business" { 16) . 

With Rockwood's self - supporting program falling 

somewhere between an agency and a corporate approach, 

Esther Silver-Parker's comparison of corporate and agency 

work styles in the March 1992 issue of Communication 

World is particularly interesting. 

"Today, the corporate and agency work e nvironments 

exhibit striking similarities and distinct differences, 

with each side playing a vital role and offering unique 

contributions," Parker says {30 ) . 

Her article examines the views of eight professional 

communicators, all of whom have served in both corporate 

communications and agency public relations assignments. 

These men and women, at various stages of their careers, 

offer a range of perspectives. 
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Parker quotes Manuel D. Valencia, a Pasadena, 

Calif., practitioner: 

"Practicing corporate public relations is like 

plowing through the ocean on a cruise ship: only major 

decisions and big storms really af feet your course, 11 

Valencia is quoted as saying. "In agency public 

relations, you' re in a speedboat. You feel all the waves 

and every bump, and you have to make frequent adjustments 

in your course to get where you are going 11 ( 3 o} . 

"In agency public relations, there is something 

fulfilLing about working with and meeting the needs of a 

Valencia says. 

and end to your 

"Here, you 

efforts . 

see a 

With 

range of clients, 11 

beginning, middle 

corporate public 

challenge" (31). 

relations it's sort of an ongoing 

Parker also quotes Lonnie Fogel, director of public 

relations for Atlanta - based Home Depot. Fogel says he 

has done his time on the agency side of the business and 

has no plans to return. 

11 In corporate PR you can really sink your teeth into 

your industry and get to know your subject," Fogel says 

( 31) . 

After 27 years in corporate communications with Gulf 

Oil in Pittsburgh, Pa . , Tom Latimer took the helm of the 

Atlanta office of agency giant Hill and Knowlton in 1985 . 

Parker says Latimer sees a great deal of overlap between 
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the corporate and agency sides of the business. 

"There isn't a heck of a lot of difference when it 

comes to skills, because the basic tools in our business 

are pretty standard," says Latimer. "Crisis 

communication, for example, has certain guidelines 

whether you are dealing with a product recall or a hotel 

fire. They are handled from basically the same PR 

perspective" (31) . 

Parker tells the story of Jim Hill who, in 1986, 

left his position as director of public relations and 

communications with Sara Lee Corp . to accept the top post 

with Rurrell Public Relations, the largest minority-owned 

PR firm in the United States . According to Parker, Hill 

took with him some valuable professional experience. 

"One thing I learned on the corporate side was an 

uncompromising commitment to quality," Hill says . "If we 

couldn't do something right, we didn't do it. And that 

same philosophy is essential if you are going to be 

successful on the agency side" (32). 

According to Parker, some communication 

professionals contend that agencies consistently demand 

a faster work pace than most corporate communica tions 

departments, especially those in large companies. 

"Energizing is the term to describe the diversity of 

the typical agency PR client base," Latimer says to 

Parker. "One day I'm talking to a banker, the next day 
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a retailer, then a manufacturing firm . It's not that 

corporate public relations is boring, but it simply does 

not offer that same kind of diversity" (32). 

Jeannine Addams disagrees. President and CEO of the 

Atlanta-based public relations firm of Tarkenton & 

Addams, she served previously as news bureau director at 

Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. and as a vice 

president with two leading public relations agencies, 

Carl Byoir & Associates and Cohn & Wolfe Inc. 

"My Georgetown University news bureau experience was 

as much agency as corporate in nature, 11 Addams says. 

"The university is like a large corporation, but we 

served a wider array of internal organizations than most 

corporations do. So the range of clients and the pace of 

work were a lot 1 ike agency PR 11 
( 3 2) . 

Hill, who spent several years early in his career as 

a public information director with a public television 

station, adds that PR professionals in many nonprofit 

organizations and small companies, in particular, 

probably wear a variety of hats and work at a pace 

comparable to that of their agency counterparts (33). 

Parker quotes one practitioner who advocates the 

value of working in agency public relations. Donna 

Garland, marketing publications editor for Hallmark Cards 

in Kansas City, Mo . , spent two years with small PR 

agencies, occasionally working with large firms in joint-
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venture arrangements before joining Hallmark in 1989. 

"In an agency, you have more autonomy to evaluate 

challenges, make decisions, and carry them out," Garland 

explains . "You are trusted on an individual level to 

know what you are doing and to come up with creative 

ideas" (33) . 

Corporate communications, on the other hand, 

normally operate more on a group mentality, according to 

Garland . "As a professional communicator, you thi nk like 

the company thinks because you have to communicate its 

key messages to your audiences, " she says to Parker ( 3 3) . 

In a point directly relating to the self - supporting 

approach in the Rockwood School District, Garland 

maintains that agencies are profit centers where success 

is closely tied to profit, and that means 11 you must 

justify your existence every day" ( 33) . 

Parker explains that the two sides of the business 

seem to be on common ground when it comes to structure, 

as well as professional skills . In fact, she believes 

more than half of corporate communications departments 

are set up like independent, in-house agencies . But 

operating a corporate communications func tion like an 

outside agency is no t a new development. 

"It makes sense, 11 says Hill, who ran his departments 

like an agency when he was a public relations manager at 

Johnson Wax and later at Sara Lee. "We had a range of 
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If the Raid or Off or 

Pledge brand at Johnson Wax needed a PR plan, we did it" 

(33) . 

Parker says Latimer adopted a similar approach at 

Gulf, where, as director of advertising and public 

relations, he managed more than BO subordinates and 

provided communications support to at least eight 

divisions. But even when internal communication 

operations function like agencies, the comparison is 

incomplete, Latimer says. "All of my clients at Gulf 

were energy related," he explains. "And, to be honest, 

they could not go out and get another agency" { 3 3) , which 

is something that can be done by the 25 individual 

schools in Rockwood. 

Parker also cites recent surveys that suggest many 

agency/client relationships may not be faring well. 

Addams says she is not surprised. She indicates that 

agencies must begin to charge less money, do more work 

and listen more closely to their clients. 

Says Addams: "Today's agencies have to be very 

entrepreneurial with clients . We have to keep our 

overhead down so that our fees can fit our clients' 

budgets. To put it another way, if our clients don't 

work in plush offices and drive fancy company cars, why 

should we? 11 
{ 33) . 

Parker also quotes Linda K. Peek, director of 
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Atlanta. 

Peek. 

communications for Coca-Cola 

"Fault exists on both sides," 

"Agencies and clients must 
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Company in 

according to 

share the 

responsibility for making the relationship work, " she 

explains to Parker, stressing the importance of basics 

such as establishing an agreement with specific terms and 

reaching consensus on what constitutes success (33). 

"In the best of all worlds, public relations 

agencies are treated like extensions of the client's 

communications staff," Peek says. 

key to making that happen" (33). 

"Cooperation is the 

A. C. Croft returned to the Public Relations 

Quarterly in the spring of 1992 with another definitive 

commentary on creative PR management . In his article, 

"Managing PR Firm Expansion: Priorities and Problems, " 

Croft says that, while many public relations firms are 

dealing with the problems of a sluggish economy, probably 

an equal number are coping 

created by corporate staff 

increased business. 

with expansion dilemmas 

cutbacks combined with 

"Anticipating and managing the priorities and 

problems that come with expansion could be compared to 

learning to ice skate," Croft comments. "It's not as 

easy as it looks, but it's certainly as much fun as you 

expected ... once you get the hang of it 11 ( 41) . 

Professionals who are a bit skeptical of progressive 
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PR approaches such as Rockwood's might want to take note 

of a comment made by Paul Franson, president of Franson, 

Hagerty and Associates, a thriving "high tech" public 

relations firm in San Jose, Calif. and Washington, D.C. 

Croft quotes Franson as saying "A public relations firm 

is like a fish. If you're not moving ahead, people may 

think you' re dying . .. or already dead. 11 Franson adds, 11 On 

the other hand, if you move ahead too fast, with your 

eyes closed and no sense of direction, you may slam your 

nose on a rock 11 (42) . 

Croft refers to a number of other PR leaders who 

have dealt with the challenges of rebuilding and 

expanding their own practices. In almost every instance 

the principals spoke about the problems that a lack of 

good back-up professionals, usually a number two person, 

caused during expansion. 

"When expansion hit, principals often were spread 

too thin to pay attention to everything," Croft writes. 

"A Northern California principal told me, ' I got too 

fragmented, lost control and had huge staff and client 

turnover'" (43) . 

Croft says the owner finally solved his problem by 

hiring an experienced professional to back him up. Asked 

how he would handle expansion, if he had it to do over 

again under similar circumstances, he told Croft, "First 

I'd find a super #2 to focus on running current 
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businesses," (43). Coincidentally, Rockwood's director 

of communications and strategic planning hired an 

associate director to provide such a concentration in the 

summer of 1993, just as the department expanded into a 

self-supporting format . 

Croft also says that any expanding program needs an 

effective computerized accounting system to keep track of 

expenses to be charged to clients. As one agency 

principal comments to Croft in the article, "The more 

clients you have, the more money will dribble through 

your hands without the right systems. If you haven't 

caught on to the right systems when you have two or three 

clients, heaven help you when you have 15" (43). 

Croft cites principals who believe accurate 

accounting systems allow them to track the number of 

hours their employees bill and how that applies to 

clients. "Train your staff to not only serve clients 

properly but to manage accounts profitably," Croft 

advises (44) . 

Near the end of the article, Croft adjusts his 

counselor's cap one final time when he admonishes: "Be 

very clear about one thing. If you are to manage 

expansion properly and come out of it profitably and with 

your skin on ... you will be required to do less client 

work and handle more administrative chores, 11 he warns. 

"That can be a real problem, particularly if you like to 
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do client work and have trouble giving it up" (44 } . 

While Croft outlined strategies for expansion in the 

Spring 1992 issue of Public Relations Quarterly, that 

same edition included an article with a less optimistic 

theme. In "How to Survive 'Til '95," James B. Strenski 

says the economic downturn experienced by the PR industry 

in the latter part o f the 1980s calls for a concentrated 

effort by professionals in the field to recoup losses by 

departing from the excesses of the past and reorienting 

their organizations toward more cost-effective strategies 

in the 1990s. 

Strenski cites a deteriorating financial industry, 

corporate downsizing, shelved expansion plans, hard-nosed 

competition to survive, federal and state budgets that 

are out of control and growing unemployment as reasons 

for caution in the public relations industry. 

"What's the answer for the public relations 

practitioner?" Strenski asks rhetorically. "Tighten the 

belt, work harder and smarter than ever. Provide cutting 

edge leadership to employees and clients" (39). 

Strenski advises PR professionals to anticipate what 

will be the challenges and problems in the next year as 

well as the next five years and "prepare our managements 

and clients to deal with those challenges cost 

effectively" (40 ). 

"All of us will be compelled to devise new methods 
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to measure the results of our efforts more accurately," 

Strenski says . "Cost benefit ratios have become 

increasingly important and that trend will continue . If 

our efforts do not favorably af feet the bottom line, 

we're likely to be without jobs" (40) 

Fortunately, Strenski chooses to end the article on 

a more upbeat note . "There is cause for optimism if 

we're smart enough to recognize the growth niches," he 

adds (40) . 

"Communi cations is at the heart of problem- solving, 

issues management and successful marketing, 11 Strenski 

writes. "For those practitioners who can tough it out, 

who have the vision, stamina and talent to survive over 

t he next several years, there should be ample rewards. 

As never before it will be the survival of the fittest" 

(4 0) . 

Arguably, the most convincing and comprehensive 

research to date on the topic of self-supporting, in

house agency public relat i ons is featured in Dwight A. 

Johnson's article, "Build Your Own In- House Agency," in 

the June/July 1993 issue of Communication World. 

"The [changing business climate] is part of the 

evolution in corporate PR toward providing only those 

services that in- house clients are willing to pay for," 

says Johnson (30) . 

According to Johnson, many PR departments already 
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have changed from one centralized organization that 

serves everybody, using funds from a corporate budget, to 

several PR account teams deployed to business units which 

need them enough to pay for their assistance. 

Similarities to Rockwood' s approach are obvious. 

Rockwood' s communications department no longer relies 

entirely on the II corporate II or district budget, but 

instead serves the individual "business units 11 or schools 

willing to pay for the support. 

Johnson quotes Harold T. Sieloff, head of Ford's 

creative services department, in Dearborn, Mich., who 

stresses the importance of competitive qualities in an 

in-house setting. "We give the same fast response and 

creativity one would expect from an outside agency, 11 

Sieloff says. "Some traditional internal organizations 

just don't have that reputation" (30). 

Johnson says a lot is involved in the administrative 

aspects of running an in-house agency. This includes 

time sheets for the staff so clients can be billed 

properly and promptly, vendor contracts and invoices in 

large volumes. All of these components are currently 

being employed in Rockwood's self-supporting approach. 

Johnson quotes Rob Merchant, manager of the business 

office for AT&T's creative services unit. "Don't 

underestimate the manpower it might take to put together 

and run an operation like this," is Merchant's advice to 
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anyone setting up a comparable in-house agency (30) . 

AT&T's unit has grown from five people in 1988 to 27, 

s even of them video specialists. 

Johnson says many in-house groups like the ones at 

Ford and AT&T buy a good deal of freelance writing, 

photography, publication design, video production and 

ot her creative services. "Their (the freelancers' J 

contribution, under the creative services unit's 

supervision, is cost -effective, so that even the fully

loaded cost of projects is less than a client faces 

outside the company" Johnson writes (30) . 

Jerry Santos, now director of AT&T's creative 

services group, has had to continually adjust the balance 

between the work force and work load. Thus far, the 

adjustments have been to add staff and free - lance 

support. 

Santos describes the origins in 1988 of t he creative 

services unit to Johnson: "The winds were c hanging. 

Every activity was being questioned for its cost, and if 

it couldn't be justified it was likel y to go out of 

bus iness, 11 Santos says. 11 
••• I felt it would be very 

useful if they moved toward the agency concept, charging 

the client for the work rather than expecting corporate 

headquarters to pick up the bill" (32). 

"Everything we do - or should be doing - needs to be 

tied into the organization's strategic plan, " says Keith 
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Sheldon, ABC, APR, leader of Southern California Edison's 

eight-member communications team. "The in-house agency 

approach helps tie overall communication efforts into the 

corporate plan, 11 Sheldon says to Johnson (31). 

Johnson says the in-house agency concept has proven 

so successful at Bell Atlantic, in Arlington, Va . , that 

high-quality competitive performance has even attracted 

outside clients to that company's creative services 

group, something which has also begun to happen at 

Rockwood. 

Walter Perkowski, director of Bell Atlantic's 

creative services program, also says his department 

receives steady job requests from outside customers. 

Johnson quotes Perkowski as saying that "three-quarters 

of [Bell Atlantic's creative] work comes from other 

companies, usually elsewhere in the telecommunications 

business" (30). 

While there are distinct differences in the 

approaches and rates of success of these programs when 

compared to what is happening in Rockwood, there are 

enough similarities to inspire a confidence and 

satisfaction that many educational PR programs would 

envy. But, as Johnson writes in his article, "that's 

what can happen when you turn a cost center into a 

savings center, and do a bang-up job as well" (32). 
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THE RESULTS OF ROCICWOOD' S SELF-SUPPORTING APPROACH 

While a great deal has been said about the Rockwood 

communications department's self - supporting program in 

the preceding chapters, little has been written about the 

make-up of the department itself. In other words, what 

are the primary functions of the off ice? How many 

employees are needed to carry out the department' s 

responsibilities? And what areas are these employees 

responsible for? Answers to these questions will better 

illustrate the climate in which a self-supporting program 

can exist and be successful. 

BACKGROUND ON THE DISTRICT 

To begin with, the Rockwood communications 

department serves the fifth largest school d istrict in 

Missouri. Located in suburban west St. Louis County, 

Rockwood has been Missouri's fastest growing school 

district for the last decade with average annual growth 

of more than 900 students since 1988. With a 1993-94 

enrollment of 18,384, Rockwood is the second largest 

district in St . Louis County and will probably surpass 

the Parkway School District to become the largest 

sometime in the mid-to-late 1990s. 

With 16 elementary schools, five middle schools, 

four high schools, a center for gifted education, a 

central administrative center, two separate 
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administrative campuses and nearly 2,500 employees all 

located and working within a 150-square-mile area, 

Rockwood is well acquainted with the logistical 

communication challenges often faced by expanding 

corporations. 

BACKGROUND ON THE COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT 

Much of the district's growth and success can be 

attributed to a longstanding emphasis on public relations 

and marketing. With the same consistent and creative 

communications leadership since the early 1970s, Rockwood 

has received numerous awards of excellence from the 

National School Public Relations Association and the 

Missouri School Public Relations Association . Walt 

Disney World has recognized the communications department 

for its outstanding efforts in marketing and promoting 

Rockwood's schools and programs. 

As Rockwood's enrollment has grown, so has the size 

of its communications program. There are currently 12 

communications employees functioning within 10 different 

areas or "mini departments". These 10 branches include 

administration and strategic planning, marketing, 

secretarial support and special projects, graphic design 

and typesetting, news services, audio-visual services, 

offset printing, duplicating services, support services, 

and accounting. As will be illustrated later, accounting 
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is especially important to the self-supporting nature of 

the department . 

THE EMPLOYEES AND THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES 

Each of the 12 individuals working in the 

communications department has important responsibilities. 

Rockwood's director of communications and strategic 

planning provides leadership and vision for all 

components of the communications program. The director 

oversees strategic planning efforts for the district, 

serves as the chief liaison among the administration, 

community and news media, and consults and coordinates 

special events. 

Working closely with the lead administrator is an 

associate director who guides the district's marketing 

efforts and manages the department's other programs under 

the director's supervision. 

A single individual provides secretarial support 

for communications and strategic planning . The secretary 

serves as an administrative assistant to selected special 

projects and routes job requisitions to appropriate 

persons within the department. 

The graphics design branch consists of three 

employees who provide desktop publishing, typesetting, 

photography and camera-ready art for printed materials 

including annual reports, information folders, 
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newsletters and newspapers, posters and display ads, 

directories, handbooks and booklets. 

Rockwood's communications department has one person 

responsible for news gathering, writing, editing and 

proofreading. This person works closely with the graphic 

artists to produce the district's publications, news 

releases , press packets, brochures, public service 

announcements and scripts for videos, slide shows and 

special programs . 

The department employs a full -t ime audiovisual 

producer to provide multi-media services for slide 

photography and presentations, video editing, video 

productions and operation of sound systems. 

Off set printing and duplication services are all 

done in- house under the direction of two employees. 

These individuals operate two offset presses and a large 

multi-volume copier to accommodate the wide range of 

printing requests that come from the various schools and 

departments within the district. Printing, duplicating 

and bindery services are provided for handbooks, 

brochures , calendars, awards, directories, forms, 

invitations , newsletters and stationery. 

Important miscellaneous department functions and 

responsibilities are coordinated by another employee who 

supports printing and duplication services, maintains 

supply inventories, facilitates job requisitions and 
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assists with set-up for special events. 

Perhaps the individual most integral to the self 

supporting process is the employee who maintains the 

accounting and bookkeeping responsibilities. This person 

oversees all computerized accounting and budgeting 

functions, including purchase orders, invoices and 

statements, accounts receivable or payable and monthly 

closing with financial reports. 

THE EVOLUTION OF A SELF-SUPPORTING PR UNIT 

The evolution of Rockwood's communications 

department into a self- supporting in-house agency began 

in the spring of 1989 after the district hired a new 

superintendent. When Dennis L. Peterson, Ph.D. arrived 

from Wyoming, he brought with him an extensive background 

in organizational strategic planning. Almost 

immediately, he initiated a process by which Rockwood 

could re-evaluate its programs and plan for the future . 

By the spring of 1990, a portfolio of strategic plans had 

been written by a number of committees to give direction 

and definition to the district's long range planning. 

One of the strategic plans called for a 

comprehensive move to a more site- based form of 

management throughout the district. This meant that 

schools were to be given primary responsibility for their 

own budgets and programs. The superintendent and other 
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central office administrators would continue to provide 

focus and leadership to the overall educational system, 

but individual principals were given the freedom to 

manage their schools and implement their own programs as 

long as the integrity of Rockwood' s mission was 

maintained and adhered to . 

At the same time, Rockwood's communications 

department moved from the district's administrative 

complex into a custom-designed communications center in 

the lower level of one of the elementary schools. 

Located seven miles from the administrative complex, the 

new communications center contained specially- designed 

areas for all of the department's employees and their 

respective functions. 

Initially, many people in Rockwood and 

outside of the district. were skeptical 

even some 

that a 

communications department could truly be effective when 

located so far from the superintendent's office. 

Actually, the distance fact:or has made the department 

more autonomous, thereby enhancing its effectiveness and 

accelerating its evolution into a self-supporting 

program. As Dwight A. Johnson observed in his article, 

"Build Your Own In-House Agency," location should not be 

a deterrent to service (31) 

As Rockwood's move to a site-based form of 

management became more complete, one of the changes 
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involved the way funds are apportioned to the individual 

schools. For example, schools previously requested 

services from the communications department at no charge. 

The communications department provided whatever services 

were needed as long as the necessary funds had been 

allocated to its budget by the district . 

With site-based management, however, the freedom and 

responsibility to pay for requested services were given 

to the individual schools. Funds that were formerly 

budgeted to the communications department were now 

shifted to the individual school accounts so they could 

decide for themselves how to spend the money and which 

services to request. Site-based management had seemingly 

left the communications department with a greatly 

depleted budget and the challenge of earning back the 

schools' money and business. 

While the new system presented several unfamiliar 

challenges, the communications department benefitted from 

a strong reputation within the district and the 

confidence that many schools would continue to request 

services without even considering an external source. 

Having always been a resourceful group and not 

wanting to take any chances, the communications staff 

responded to the test by marketing its services to the 

schools and developing a price structure so attractive 

that principals and teachers would not even be tempted to 
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take their media or printing needs outside the district. 

The department created a system to assist schools in 

determining their communication needs and the associated 

costs. In the past, schools could order several hundred 

copies of a brochure or form without considering the 

financial effect of wasted supplies because they were not 

responsible for paying the bill. With the financial 

aspects of site-based management, principals and 

administrators now think twice about ordering more copies 

than needed because they are ultimately responsible for 

payment. The bottom line is that schools are now held 

accountable for their communication expenses. 

While the new system created challenges and dilemmas 

for the communications department, the entrepreneurial 

possibilities were recognized immediately. RSD 

Communications became the new name for the program and a 

computerized accounting system was extensively researched 

and implemented to facilitate expenditure tracking, 

sending out invoices and applying revenues. 

The department now conducts an ongoing assessment of 

price structures and performance to ensure that 

Rockwood' s schools and programs receive the highest 

quality and lowest priced communications support 

possible . The department's services and marketing 

efforts have been so successful that some businesses and 

organizations from the Rockwood community have contracted 
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with RSD Communications for their media and printing 

needs . 

THE SELF-SUPPORTING PROCESS 

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary defines 

self-supporting as "meeting one's needs by one's own 

efforts or output" (1293). 

in the Rockwood School 

The self-supporting process 

District has required both 

considerable effort and output. A great deal of teamwork 

and paperwork are required to operate the system in a 

productive and cost-effective manner. Perhaps the best 

way to illustrate Rockwood's self - supporting program is 

t o discuss the sequence of steps involved in facilitating 

a requested service. 

Communication job requests from a Rockwood school or 

department are usually mailed to RSD Communications or 

called in by telephone . Requests are typically routed to 

the person most capable of handling that particular 

assignment. By now, many people in the district are 

acquainted with the department's services and well aware 

of whom they should call depending upon the assistance 

needed . 

Cost estimates are typically provided either 

verbally or in writing depending on the customer and the 

requested service . 

given to clients 

Estimates are always required by and 

outside the school district. Jobs 
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requested by district departments or schools are also 

normally given a cost estimate. The exception is routine 

printing jobs such as school letterhead or grade report 

forms that the school or office must have. So the cost 

is not really a consideration. However, the customer and 

the communications department both keep careful records 

of previous charges for the same services to ensure that 

prices are not inconsistent. 

When a job requires the assistance of several people 

in the department the components of the job are 

prioritized and the job ticket is first given to the 

person or persons with the skills needed to begin the 

project . 

For example, the dedication ceremony for a newly

constructed Rockwood school will involve several 

communications staff members. The elements of the 

project might include working with the principal and 

parents to plan the dedication, assembling a press packet 

for the media, designing and printing invitations and a 

dedication program, and producing a video of the actual 

ceremony. 

The job ticket will first go to the communications 

staff members who can assist the school in planning the 

ceremony . For several weeks prior to the event, they 

develop a timeline, order necessary supplies and create 

the order of the ceremony . As they do this, they are 
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recording their hours on a job ticket and listing all 

expenses incurred in the planning process. 

Communications staff members typically charge $20 per 

hour for time spent on a project. 

The hourly fee charged by staff members is 

considerably less than the going-rate of most freelance 

writers, graphic designers, consultants or established PR 

firms. The department's fee structure was developed 

after a thorough study of price rates charged by St. 

Louis area PR firms comparable in size to Rockwood' s 

communications program. 

As the staff members working on the planning 

committee complete their tasks and record their charges 

on a job ticket, the project is passed on to another 

person in the department who can complete additional 

pieces of the request. 

The next part of the assignment requires the writing 

and assembly of a press packet to be sent to all 

appropriate media contacts. Again, this person spends 

time gathering information, writing the news releases, 

taking photographs, compiling the packets and mailing 

them to the media . The amount of time spent on these 

responsibilities is again listed on the job ticket at $20 

per hour. Other expenses, such as postage, f elders, 

envelopes, film and developing are also added to the 

bill. At this point, the job ticket is passed to the 
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next person required to complete the requested services. 

Another important part in the planning of a school 

dedication is the design of the invitations and the 

printed program for those who will attend the ceremony. 

As the invitations are designed by the department's 

graphic artists, the fees for their time and materials 

are added to the job ticket. Postage may also be added 

to the bill at a later date if the communications 

department is responsible for mailing the invitations. 

Once the invitations have been designed, the graphic 

artists create the printed program taking into account 

the details and directions of the ceremony planning 

committee . Again, the appropriate fees are recorded on 

the job ticket as the services are provided. 

As the invitations, envelopes and printed programs 

are produced by the graphic artists and typesetters, the 

camera-ready copies are given to the department's print 

shop where negatives are made so the documents can be run 

on the offset presses. 

Unlike the other branches of the department that 

charge for their time and materials separately, these 

costs are combined on rates for printing jobs so that 

customers, whether they be internal or external, can 

compare RSD 

those of 

Communications' low printing prices 

commercial printing and quick 

with 

copy 

establishments, such as Kinko's and Color Art . As with 
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all other jobs, the final costs of printing the 

invita tions and the programs are a dded to the job ticket 

before it is passed on to the next person. 

Finally, the day of the dedication ceremony has 

arrived. The invitations have been mailed, the media 

have been contacted and the printed programs are ready to 

be distributed to those in attendance. The final 

responsibility of the communications department is to 

produce a video of the ceremony. Those employees 

providing audiovisual services add to the job ticket 

t heir time involved in set-up, videotaping the ceremony, 

materials and suppl i es used, and any pre - or post

pr oduction editing. 

TBB ACCOUNTING PROCESS 

Once all the jobs associated with the event are 

complete, the job ticket is given to the department's 

accountant who totals all charges and assigns a number to 

the job ticket for reference. Copies of the ticket are 

made and samples of printed documents, such as the 

i nvitation and printed program, are attached and included 

in the numbered file created for that job. 

Each file is given a separate number, which is also 

pri nted on the invoice. This is done for reference in 

case a job needs to be duplicated or a customer/school 

has a question. 
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Throughou t this process, it may be necessary to 

order additional s upplies or material s s o the jobs can be 

completed . For instance, the graphic artists may design 

the invitations with a special p a per in mind. In this 

case, the p aper is ordered and bill is paid from t he 

communication s depar tment ' s budget . The same is true for 

other i tems , such as video tapes and special inks. When 

the overall project is complete, however, those expenses 

are added to the job ticket so the customer/school's 

remittance can be used to reimburse the branches within 

the department that ordered the supplies. 

Now the accountant prepares an invoice for the 

customer/school based upon all costs for assisting with 

the dedication ceremony as they are listed on the job 

ticket . The invoice provides the customer/ school wi th an 

itemi zed list of all services and materials provided 

along with the associated fees. Payment of these charges 

is expected within 30 days after the bill is mailed to 

the s c hool. At the end of every month, a statement 

listing all outstanding invoices is sent to each 

customer/school. 

At the present time, schools and departments within 

the dist r ict write their own checks to pay for services 

prov ide d by the communications department. Lately, there 

has been some discussion that an internal transfer of 

funds handled by the district's Business Office would be 
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a more efficient way of expediting the payment process. 

The advantages of an internal fund transfer would be 

twofold: first, the time and paperwork associated with 

the writing and depositing of an actual check would be 

eliminated; secondly, while most schools and departments 

are punctual in paying for services rendered, others are 

intentionally slow in issuing checks because they still 

take exception to the idea of paying for services they 

think should be provided without cost. For this reason, 

an internal transfer of funds would allow the 

communications department to automatically obtain 

delinquent payments with the assistance of the Business 

Office. Of course, this method of collection might also 

result in damaged customer relations with those schools 

or departments that have had their funds taken from them. 

When payment of an invoice is received by the 

communications department, the reimbursements are applied 

to the branches that provided the service. For example, 

in the case of the dedication ceremony, the money 

received is credited to those individuals who completed 

the requested jobs . If news services charged $60.50 for 

preparing and mailing press packets, then that amount is 

applied as revenue to the news services budget . If the 

printing department charged $283 .12 for producing the 

invitations and printed programs, then that amount is 
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credited as revenue to the printing department. 

The computerized accounting aspect and applied 

payments are very important to the effectiveness of RSD 

Communications' self-supporting effort. The concept of 

a financially independent in-house agency remains 

unproven and questionable for RSD Communications without 

the ability to see which branches within the department 

are generating revenue and actually supporting themselves 

monetarily. 

The self - supporting, in-house agency approach 

creates several distinct benefits for RSD Communications. 

However, the concept also carries with it some very real 

disadvantages . Many of these obstacles will be overcome 

in time as the system is refined; others are inherent to 

the process and may continue to challenge the feasibility 

of this strategy. RSD Communications' gains and losses 

as a self-supporting PR unit are discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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DISCUSSION OF THE ROCKWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT'S SELF

SUPPORTING COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM 

While Rockwood's communications department has long 

been regarded by the National School Public Relations 

Association as having one of the best educational P . R. 

programs in the country, the success of its self

supporting approach is still somewhat inconclusive. 

Without question, there are distinct advantages for 

a public school district to have a self - supporting in

house communications agency. By definition, most sizable 

school districts already have an in-house public 

relations program of some kind. What they do not have is 

a program that attempts to generate revenue for itself 

and the district. In doing so, this approach fosters 

schools that are more accountable for their communication 

needs, a communications program that is more answerable 

to its consumers, and greater opportunities for improved 

community relations. 

ACCOUNTABLE SCHOOLS - ACCOUNTABLE COMMUNICATIONS 

Because each Rockwood school is now responsible for 

purchasing the communication services it needs, hopefully 

more scrutiny and discernment is used before making a 

cost commitment. In a published interview with Mary 

Massey of the National School Public Relations 

Association from October of 1 993, Rockwood's director of 
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communications and strategic planning, Dan Burns, says 

his depa rtment's self-supporting venture has prompted 

s c hools to be better consumers as they search for the 

least expensive cost for the communication services they 

need. 

"Schools had to say for the first time, 'what is the 

value of the product or service?' No one had asked that 

before , " Burns says { 1) . 

Some schools have periodically opted to take their 

communication needs to outside vendors. The reason is 

no t RSD Communications' inability to do the job well for 

the r ight price, but rather an occasional inability to do 

the job quickly enough to meet the needs of the schools. 

Admittedly, the efficiency of the department suffers 

if several departments and schools ask for their jobs to 

be done at the same time. Because schools know they are 

going to pay for the service anyway, the temptation may 

present itself to take the job elsewhere to be done 

fast e r even if the costs are higher. 

There are schools that claim to have found printers 

and g r aphic artists who charge less t han the 

communications department. The department, however, 

invests considerable time in making sure its rates are 

hi ghly competitive. To be sure of this, when a school 

has a job completed by an outside vendor, that school is 

requi r ed by Rockwood's business office to show at least 
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three estimates dated before the job was submitted and 

completed . One of these must be from RSD Communications. 

The purpose of this guideline is t wofold. First, it 

requires each school to make sure it is getting the best 

price for the service. Secondly, it gives RSD 

Communications the opportunity to make sure its fee 

structure remains competitive. 

"It helps schools be accountable and it helps me be 

accountable, " Burns says. 11 If the schools can get a 

service performed somewhere else, why shouldn't they? 

It's forcing me to look at my costs to see if they are in 

line," Burns adds (1 ) . 

The accountability factor for the communications 

program is actually higher than it is for the schools and 

departments. This is primarily because of the improved 

budgeting, documentation, accounting and tracking of 

exact expenses for provided services. Communications 

staff members are accountable f or every project they work 

on through the job tickets they write and the tasks they 

record in their individual log books. 

In an age when job security is no longer guaranteed 

in public education, the ability for employees to justify 

every minute of their time and each project they have 

contributed to is very important. If Rockwood' s Board of 

Education wants to trim the budget by eliminating 

employees or programs, the communications staff should be 
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able to prove the exact value of its contributions 

t hrough revenues, detailed logbooks and other financial 

records. 

On the other hand, the documentation also may 

provide an accurate basis for making such difficult 

decisi ons if reductions in staff and expenses are 

legiti mate. 

Besi des being more accountable, improved community 

r elations is viewed as another benefit of the self

supporting program. Because RSD Communications is now 

mor e revenue -oriented, the office is organized to allow 

communi ty groups to contract for the department's 

services. 

The communications department currently does work 

for local religious groups, businesses and hospitals . 

Some view this as a conflict of interest, believing 

instead that enterprises in the community already pay 

taxes to Rockwood and district departments should not 

charge additional costs for services rendered. In 

real ity, the principle is similar to what occurs when 

s chool s charge a nominal fee to community residents or 

groups desiring to use the building's auditorium or 

gymnasium. 

In the aftermath of the 1993 flooding in 

Chest erfield Valley, a group of influential business 

people joined forces to create the Chesterfield Valley 
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2000 Coalition . One of the members of this group is an 

assistant superintendent in Rockwood. Recognizing the 

group's need for public relations materials, and that RSD 

Communications had the resources to meet that need, the 

administrator quickly made arrangements with the 

Coalition for the communications department to provide 

the necessary PR services. The result is another 

productive partnership that enables the communications 

program to become even more financially self - reliant. 

Another community relations benefit of the self

supporting program may occur at the time of a tax 

referendum or bond issue. Ideally, if businesses in the 

community have received quality, cost-effective PR 

services from RSD Communications, the business community 

will be more inclined to support the issues and items on 

the ballot. 

DISADVANTAGES OF THE SELF-SUPPORTING APPROACH 

While there are numerous benefits to the self

supporting concept, there also are some obvious 

drawbacks. For example, in the case of community 

organizations purchasing services from the communications 

department, there is the dilemma of who comes first -

the organizations or the schools. 

Businesses and their owners are not accustomed to 

waiting in line for their printing or communication 
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needs. More likely than not, if they contract with a 

professional job shop or PR firm they are going to 

receive preferred service . When they do business with 

RSD Communications they may have to wait longer for t heir 

job to be completed s o that a printed school band program 

can be produced or a new program logo designed. While 

the outside revenue is desirable, there is never any 

question that Rockwood's schools receive f irst priority. 

Many businesses may grumble a bit at the slower turn

around time but most are understanding in light of the 

l ower service fees . 

The fundamental change in the way the department 

operates has left other challenges that Burns and his 

staff continue to grapple with. 

"For starters," National School Public Relat i ons 

Association's Mary Massey says, "it's difficult sometimes 

to determine who to bill for what services" ( 1) . 

Burns comments in Massey's article that h is 

department still has responsibility for all of the 

district-wide communication activities (1 ) . Because of 

this, many schools and departments in the district are 

ambivalent about having to purchase communication 

services. The department continues to struggle wi th 

whether it should charge for routine activities such as 

news releases and media relations . As many principals 

note, indi v idual schools should not have to pay for the 
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communications department. 

responsibilities of 
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the 

There is logic to the principals' argument that the 

department exists to meet the communication needs of the 

district and should not charge for those services. 

However, for the site - based management and self

supporting theories to truly be effective, either the 

superintendent or the communications department must 

insist that schools abide by the spirit of the strategy. 

Otherwise, the "gospel" of site-based management is 

nothing more than meaningless rhetoric. 

In spite of this, news releases and other expected 

communication tasks are now billed to II internal PR. " 

When a job is billed to internal PR it simply means that 

the department pays for that service because the nature 

of the request was expected or required. Nearly two

thirds of the department's business is billed to internal 

PR as more and more principals express misgivings about 

paying the communications department for routine 

services . 

The downside of billing internal PR for jobs 

completed is that no revenue is ever credited to the 

department's general ledger . Payment is applied to the 

individuals who complete the jobs but the money is 

transferred internally meaning that no actual income is 

deposited in the department account. The staff members 
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who contribute to a project are simply being "paid 11 from 

the department's budget because no compensation is 

received from an out s ide source. 

From a self-supporting viewpoint, the internal PR 

factor can be both a negative and a positive. It is 

negative in the sense that two-thirds of the jobs 

completed are still being paid for out of the 

depart ment's own budget rather than generating revenue. 

On the other hand, the internal PR factor is positive 

because it allows the department to distinguish between 

the jobs that it apparently should be paying f or from 

those that schools or other offices should assume the 

costs for. In addition, because payments are being 

applied whether they are from within or outside the 

budget , it is even more evident which branches of the 

department are contributing and which are not. 

Another disadvantage of the sel f-supporting approach 

is the amount of time and paperwork required to complete 

job tickets and log books . While these tasks are a 

distraction from the most important function of the 

department - facilitating the district's communication 

programs they remain a necessary routine if the 

financial aspect of the program is going to function 

accurately . Self-discipline in completing the forms must 

be practiced by each employee if the billing process is 

expected to work efficientl y. 
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Another stumbling block in RSD Communications' 

attempt to become self-supporting is the ongoing 

difficulty it has had with the accounting component of 

the approach . More than any of the other branches, the 

accounting arm of the department should function with 

ease and accuracy. Constant technical problems with the 

computer set-up, however, and a complicated software 

accounting system have been consistent stumbling blocks 

in the chase to become a truly self-supporting 

department. 

While the invoices and statements are now 

distributed on a regular basis, the actual financial 

reports needed to verify the success of the department's 

self-supporting efforts are still unavailable because the 

accountant is unfamiliar with the computerized 

bookkeeping system . Steps are being taken to improve 

this situation to the point that detailed reports on the 

department's fiscal progress can be produced on a regular 

basis. 

THE BOTTOM LINE 

Bill Dixon, community relations specialist for the 

Albany, Ore., public schools says in Massey's article 

that school - based management plus school budget cuts are 

forcing a new look at ways to keep communications 

departments alive. 
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"[Rockwood's] idea of setting-up a self-supporting 

service agency has a lot of appeal," Dixon says (3). 

Kathy Leslie, APR, executive director of educational 

public relations for the Beaverton, Ore. , public schools, 

says she also is exploring a range of revenue-generating 

ideas similar to those implemented in Rockwood. Among 

them : 

* One major business has committed to sponsor the 

community-wide school newspaper in exchange for a listing 

of the school programs in which the business is involved. 

* Another business is sponsoring individual school 

newsletters in exchange for advertising. 

* Local Realtors are paying for the production of a 

school map previously produced by the district. Realtors 

will sell the maps at their offices. 

* Volunteers in the communications office are 

solicited from colleges. 

backgrounds are identified. 

Those with journalism 

Leslie believes drastic measures are necessary so 

the communications function can survive even in the face 

of cutting schools to the bare essentials - the teacher 

and the classroom . 

11Moving in the direction [of outside funding] has a 

strong appeal to people who want to maintain these types 

of services when we' re getting down to the core, " Leslie 

tells Massey. 11 [Rockwood' s approach] is a way to move 
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In his published conversation with Massey, 

predicts that RSD Communications will survive 

continue its progress toward becoming totally 
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Burns 

and 

self -

supporting within a short time . "We're still evolving, 11 

he says. "But we have a long way to go" (1 ) . 
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APPENDICES 

In July of 1993, Rockwood's Director of 

Communications and Strategic Planning, Dan Burns, and the 

author of this paper were invited to the 40th Annual 

Conference of the National School Public Relations 

Association to give a presentation on the development and 

structure of the district's self - supporting public 

relations program . This same presentation was also given 

a t the Winter Conference of the Oregon School Public 

Relations Association on January 7, 1994 in Salem, 

Oregon. 

What follows are the pages from the presenters' 

notebook that was used during both of these seminars. 



Oregon School Public Relations Association 
Winter Conference 

January 7, 1994 

BUILDING A 

SELF-SUPPORTING 

PR UNIT 

Presented By 
Dan J. Burns, Director Communications & Strategic Planning 

Jeff Arnett, Communications Associate 

ROCKWOOD 
~£ 
::uo oo 
-➔r-

RSD Communications 
Babier Campus 

1955-A Shepard Road 
Glencoe, Missouri 63038-1431 

(314)458-1143 FAX (314)458-9652 



"Developing a Self-Supporting PR Program" 

Presented by 
RSD Communications 

A self-supporting unit of the Rockwood School District 
West St. Louis County, Missouri 

ri11 
NOTES 

The audience will see this slide as they enter the room. 



uilding A Self-Supporting PR Unit 

[Ii 
Part I 

An Introduction to the Rockwood School 
District and RSD Communications 

Ii The Evolution of a Self-Supporting 
Part II PR unit 

Ii The Self-Supporting Process 
Part Ill 

Ii 
Part IV 

Ii 
PartV 

Benefits and Advantages of a 
Self-Supporting Unit 

Self-Supporting PR: Success in the 
Corporate World 

- sup • port • ing adj (1836): meeting one's 
needs by one's own efforts or output 

- Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, 1991 



self- SUp•pOrt•ing adj(1836): meeting one's 
needs by one's own efforts or output 

- Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, 1991 

NOTES 

Webster's definition of self-supporting for those who may be unsure 

as to how it applies to public relations in the Rockwood School 

District. 



ROCKWOOD 

~ii 
Part I 

An Introduction to the Rockwood School 
District and RSD Communications 



~lcome to the Rockwood School District 

ROCKWOOD 
ccn -o 
~:c 
:no oo 
-tr 

"Empowering People with a Vision" 

NOTES 

This should be a very quick transition slide to help introduce the 

audience to the district. 



Quick Facts 
The Rockwood School District 

■Located in suburban west St. Louis County, Missouri 
■Missouri's fastest growing school district 
■Total Enrollment - 18,384 students 
■ 26 school campuses 

- 16 Elementary Schools 
- 5 Middle Schools 
- 4 High Schools 
- CLC (Gifted Ed Center) 

■ 2,250 Employees 
■ Recently completed a $65 million bond issue construction program 

NOTES 

1. Rockwood covers a 150-square mile area. 

2. Missouri's fastest growing school district since 1984-85. 

3. Second largest district in St. Louis County 

4. Several departments in addition to the 26 school campuses. 

5. Recently opened two new middle schools and two new 

high schools. 

6. Lafayette High School had the largest graduating class in Missouri 

this year. 

7. Refer the audience to the Quick Facts brochure in the information 

folder. 



Photo of outdoor sign 

NOTES 

1. This slide introduces the audience to RSD Communications. 

2. There are two departments in the lower level of Babier Elementary. 

3. RSD Communications occupies a custom designed office center, 

including a graphics area and a print shop. 

4. The department is located seven miles from the district's centraJ 

office. This distance has helped create our self-supporting and 

independent status. 

5. A profile of the department is located in the addendum of this book. 



Photo of Gold Medallion and other awards 

NOTES 

As a communications team, we are proud of the honors and awards 

we have received at the state and national levels. 



cent Awards and Honors 

U93 
Award of Excellence, NSPRA: Identity/Image Package 
Award of Merit, NSPRA: Special Purpose Publication 
Two Golden Achievement Awards, NSPRA 
Four Awards of Excellence, MoSPRA 

1992 
Gold Medallion Award, NSPRA: Internal Public Relations 

U91 
Gold Medallion Award, NSPRA: Finance Campaign 

U90 
Certificate of Recognition, Walt Disney Seminar Productions 

NOTES 

1. A few of the awards we have recently received are listed here. 

2. A more complete listing of the department's accomplishments is 

included in the addendum of this book. 



ranches of RSD Communications 

■ Communications & Strategic 
Planning 

■ Secretarial Support & Special 
Projects 

■ Accounting & Marketing 
■ Graphic Design 
■ News Services 
■ Audio-Visual Services 
■ Offset Printing 
■ Duplicating Services 
■ Support Services 

NOTES 

1. There are nine branches of RSD Communications as shown by this 

slide. 

2. Each branch operates as a self-supporting unit within the 

department. 

3. The following slides will provide a more in-depth look at each of 

these branches and the individuals who are responsible for making 

RSD Communications a self-supporting PR department. 

4. A more complete list of the department's services is included in the 

addendum of this book. 



Photo of Dan Burns 

NOTES 



Director of Communications & Strategic Planning 

■Provides leadership and vision for all components of the communications 
program 

■Oversees strategic planning efforts for the district 

■Serves as chief liaison between the administration, community and news 
media 

■Consults and coordinates special events 

NOTES 



Photo of Jeff Arnett 

NOTES 



Photo of Judy Harrington 

NOTES 



cretarial Support & Special Projects 

■Provides secretarial support for communications and strategic planning 

-
■Serves as administrative assistant to selected special projects 

■Routes job requisitions to appropriate persons within the department 

NOTES 



Photo of Judy Harley 

NOTES 



ccounting & Marketing 

■ Oversees all computerized accounting/budgeting functions 
- purchase orders 
- invoicing 
- accounts receivable/payable 

I Assists with marketing and special project assignments 

NOTES 

I. This is a particularly important slide because it previews the third 

section of our presentation. 

2. The Accounting function of this branch is a significant part of the 

self-supporting process. 

3. Most school PR departments do not include an accounting 

component 

4. This is one of the branches that makes RSD Communications 

unique and distinguishes it from most other school PR programs. 



Photo of Sue Molner 

NOTES 

In addition to graphic design, Sue's responsibilities also include 

typesetting, layout and assistance with special communication 

projects. 



Photo of Beth Ruprecht 

NOT E S 

Notice the extensive library of clip art books in the background. 



Photo of Judy Dodd 

NOTES 



raphic Design 

Design, desktop publishing or photo typesetting, photography and 
camera ready art for printed materials including: 
I Annual Reports 

I Brochures and Inf onnation Folders 

■ Mastheads, Newsletters and Newspapers 

I Posters and Display Ads 

I Directories, Handbooks and Booklets 

NOTES 



Photo of Michelle Mueller 

NOTES 



News gathering, writing, editing and proofing for the following: 

■ Newsletters/Newspapers 

■ News Releases and Press Packets 

■ Brochures and Promotional Pieces 

■ Public Servfoe Announcements 

■ Scripts for videos, slide shows and special programs 

NOTES 



Photo of Ron Leonard 

NOTES 

The department operates its own half-inch super VHS editing suite. 



io-Visual Production 

Provides multi-media, audio or visual services for the following: 

I Multi-Projector Slide Shows 

I Slide Photography 

I Video Productions, Editing and Duplication 

■ Transfer of Slide Show to Video Format 

■Sound Reinforcement (P.A. Systems) 

NOTES 

From this editing suite, we are able to provide these and many other 

audio-visual services. 



Photo of Dan Tadrick 

NOTES 



Photo of Lue Stolts 

NOTES 



'Printing & Duplication Services 

Printing, duplicating and bindery services are provided for the following: 

I Booklets/Handbooks 
■ Brochures 

■ Calendars 
■ Certificates/Awards 

■ Directories 
■Fonns 
■ Invitations 
■ Newsletters/Newspapers 

■ Stationery 

NOTES 

1. The offset printing and quick copy services are under the umbrella 

of the Communications Department. 

2. Easy access to the print shop is a major advantage. 

3. We only need to walk down the hall as opposed to driving to 

another part of the district when a job needs to be completed. 
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NOTES 



Support Services 

■ Supports Printing and Duplication Services 
- Maintains supply inventory 
- Facilitates job requisitions 

■ Assists with miscellaneous department functions and responsibilities 

NOTES 



ROCKWOOD 

~Ii 
Part II 

The Evolution of a Self-Supporting 
PR Unit 



ow RSD Communications Evolved 

Site-based management & - --
llldgeting for schools/services 

Opened custom designed - --
Communications Center 

Fads shifted: Communication ----
a:count to school accounts 

,.._ _ __ System created to assist schools 
in determining costs 

""'1---- Schools held accountable for 
communication expenses 

.---- New name for department: 
RSD Communications 

r-,-- -- Computerized accounting 
system implemented 

....,__ _ _ _ Ongoing assessment of price 
structures and perf orrnance 

NOTES 

lL: The new superintendent provided visionary leadership. 

2L: The Strategic Plan laid the foundation for visionary direction. 

3L: Site-based management allows the district to identify and track all 

site operational costs 

4L: New communications center at new location added to evolution. 

SL: District funded services became school purchased services. 

2R: Schools are encouraged but not required to purchase our services. 

4R: Great deal of effort was invested in researching and purchasing an 

accounting software program that would allow us to track the costs 

of various services and bill our clients for completed projects. 

SR: The department continues to evolve into a more clearly defined 

self-supporting PR unit within the school district. 



ROCKWOOD 

~ii 
Part Ill 

The Self-Supporting Process 



Photo of Michelle working on project 

NOTES 

1. For this presentation, we have created a hypothetical project to 

demonstrate the self-supporting process. 

2. The project begins with News Services where a press packet is 

created for the dedication ceremony. 



Job Entered in Daily Log 

Jeff Afllet:t 

. oepartment 
cammunicatiOOS 

DAILY LOG 

'92 · '93 

s 
g I 

s 1 :00 - 2:0° 

2:00 - 3:00 

NOTES 

1. After a job is completed, the time spent working on that job is 

entered in a daily log. 

2. Refer to the sample log page in the addendum of this book. 

3. Each hour of the daily log is divided into 15 minute increments. 

4. The department's labor charge is $20 per hour, so a client could be 

billed for as little as $5 if a project took only 15 minutes to 

complete. 

5. The log is used to complete the labor column on the job ticket. 

6. The daily log also enables each person in the department to account 

for the time spent working on various projects. 



UIEllloclila 

RSD Communi.cations - Job Ticket 
Jal ____ DaltCA,tto.UDc-) 1/1/U Dalt D.a DAI' 11' Dll>l~TION 

9/1/f:. 
PIM'lllln 1111 

~,c11w,,o .,,u• Y t1A1t1u ~•c 
N1oou S~IHII. t(,fltY /tll!UL rra"( /Jl!W sc.11,01. Dl!Dtt:.Ar,o,J 

♦♦t+++++t++++++♦♦♦t++t+++♦♦♦♦♦ttt++-++++++ttt♦tt++++++++ttttt++ 

Dwt I .,__.,._ 

1/1/,z. N PteES5 PAC.ICET l~o.oo 

---------------------------------------------------------------JabTktdS.. .. ~ ____ o. ...... ....,... ____ _ ----A•-....... CW.,; ......... , ............. 0 ................................. 0 ...... ~o.,,.•----.... 

NOTES 

1. Point out the important parts of the job ticket as it is shown in the 

addendum: 

-customer 

- job description 

- department codes 

- labor charges 

- cost of materials 

2. Job # is left blank until the end of the process 

3. Information is entered on the job ticket after the service has been 

completed. 

4. Since other services are requested, the job ticket is passed to the 

next appropriate branch of the department. 



Photo of Judy Dodd working on project 

NOTES 

The job ticket then goes to graphic design where the layout, design 

and typesetting are done to produce a camera ready copy of the 

program for the dedication ceremony. 



Job Entered in Daily Log 

. oepartment commun,cauons 
DAILY LOG 

s 

Judy 1)0dd 

'92 · '93 

9 _J, ____ '1-_1_ q '1--

NOTES 



The Job 
Ticket 
Step 2 

........ 
RSD Communications - Job Ticket 

Ja I. _____ .... (Antle ..,C-, l,/ I /f2. 

Gil 
1t,c11w,,o lf-'U.Y 11u,u ,.._ 

... ._ DAY "' 0101c,tr1•II 
9/,/fJ. 

Mh i i YJWPI t 

"'"'"'· Sl:JIHL tf,Mr lf16UL %TS/'( Nl!I/II .SCIIHL D•DtcAnM/ 

♦♦tttttttttttt+t++++++++tttt+++tt♦t++++++++++++tt+ttt+ttt++++t 

.. , I/Yi 
Pwcl I ---~ 1aar ..._.. ~ t• I••-.. 
PR6$.$ PAf!ltET 

----------------------------------------------------------------Jc,l,Tldi&tS..•~-----0. ............. ____ _ -14 CI ....... ... ...... ~ ... ...., ...... ......., .......... ....._,._...._ ........... ow.•~ ..... 

NOTES 

The information is entered on the job ticket which is then given to 

printing so it can complete the next step of the requested service. 



Photo of Dan Tadrick working on project 

NOTES 

1. Next. the camera ready copy goes to offset printing where the 

completed brochure is produced. 

2. A copy of the brochure should be displayed for the audience to see. 



NOTES 

1. Unless a printing job is unique, all labor and materials are included 

in the costs as they are listed in the Printing Services Price List. 

2. Because the cost of labor and materials is included in the Price 

List, Dan does not need to keep track of his time in a daily log. 

3. A copy of the Printing Services Price List is included in the 

addendum of this book. 



Ticket -
Step3 

lalllad!Wi 

RSD Communications - Job Ticket 
,.., _____ .,... ...... ..,c-t 11,1,2. .,...._ DAY ,,,.. DID1t:.fr1•II 

9/t / '1. ........ M► I I TWZ: P 

lt•c ltW••D VAU.•Y '1/AIIIN l'•ll 
/luoo,• seHHL Hd!Y /tl~D•L rrsH /'Jl!I/II SCHIIIIL D•D1eAn•AI 

♦♦ttt♦♦♦♦ttt♦tt+++++++++♦♦t♦♦♦♦♦++++++++++++++++++++++++t♦t♦♦t 

111111 D ,, Jlutt Pwrl I l(ww\.._ .... ....... u.u:. t•t••--
•L•L'J.1 N PRES5 PAl!ltET #1,0.00 11,0.00 

lltLU ; 
6 PltotiltA/,,f LAYOIIT /TYl'~Srr ./4/IJ. 00 - #41/J. 00 

1/:11.U. 0 e.,, tt ltA ltf P1t1wr1.11e #200. 00 ~,J./2 I 213. 12. 

---------------------------------------------------------------Jal,Tldod S... ID ~-----DIie ..... ......... ___ _ -■yU I I -.....-•-...... C..:: ............................................................. c,..ca.., ..... ., ...... .... 

NOTES 

1. Offset printing enters its information on the job ticket. 

2. Direct attention to the cost of materials. 

3. Show an example of the completed brochure. 

4. Job ticket is passed to next requested service. 



Photo of Ron working on project 

NOTES 

The final service requested is the audio-visual support for the actual 

dedication ceremony. 



Job Entered in Daily Log 

'92 • '93 

NOTES 



Ticket -
Step4 

....... 
RSD Co1nmunicatio11s - Job Ticket 

... ,. _____ .... CAnfN..,C-, ti , 1,2. 

Qnwlll .. 1111 

.._ ._ DAY "" 0110,c.,r,•II 
'l / 1/'1. 

MhilT:m!IP 

1t,e.11w,•1' VAU•Y 1/A/flU ,..C 
/il l 01'"1 SCH~ >U!Y lf16ML rraN Nl!W SC.IIHL D•O•cAn HI 

+++++++++++++++++t++++++++++++t++t++++tt♦♦♦t♦♦♦♦♦t+t++++++++++ 

"' PRIESS PAl!ICE, 

....... 
# 1,0 .00 

1/tltt 6 PHDBltA/,lf LAYOIIT/TY,./IS,T ./4/ IJ. OD 

l/1/ t1 0 __ ___ P/llDfrltA,.,, P/flt,/Tl1'1t# #200. OD -#fJ. / 2 

f /1/ U. 'I MULTI -MEDI A PlfD61fA/llf 1 12.0. 00 IJS.DD 

hl,Tlcb! Snl IO A......._ _____ Da ..... P....,.t. ____ _ 

e i ... L; ........ A•DIII 
...,__..~ •• ,...... ................ ,o ......... ••........_ ... ..._....._,,.. • ...._o.o-e,a.,.••,_.•_, 

NOTES 

11,0. 00 

#410 . OD 

I %13. / 2. 

ltM.oo 

....... 

Audio-visual services for this job included sound set-up, video taping, 

and two video tapes ( notice the materials charge). 



Photo of Lee logging job ticket 

NOTES 

Lee receives the completed job ticket and assigns a number to it. 



Ticket -
Step 5 

tl!IF.lllacll ... 

RSD Co1nmu11.icatio11s - Job Ticket 
._(AntftltllDC-1 ,; , 1,2. 

.,,.,,.., 
a-Dao DAY "" DID1e,fr1•"' 

'l/1/U 

RIICltllllll•O l<AU•Y VAftlU ,..ll 
M100,• SCHH'- M,f!Y /CIIID•L rnrM Nl!W SCHHL DII.DICAT'l#I 

ti...t-+tttttt+++ ♦++++ttttttttttt++♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦++++++++++++++++++++t 

IIMt l"-1/P.,..fft ........... _ . ._ ...._ ......... Uiolll._ :J .... T._..IIIIM 

, /1/'11. __ rj __ - PRESS PACl<ET #1,0.00 11,0. 00 

,;,,.Ju. 6 PRD6llll"'1 LIIYOUT/_TY,.ESEr .,4111. DD - #,;10. DD 

1/1/u 0 Plf06'~'"1 PlflWTll'IIJ _#200. 00 ~13.12 12,13, 12. 

fl' l!2. t/ /II/UL Tl · MEDIA Plt061tll"1 I /2.0, O() IJS. DD 1/~S.DD 

TOTAL -..171'1. 12. 

- - -----

0.1....i.e r..,..... ____ _ 
llt ... kt , ~A•18 
t ............ r-.1 ,. .. ...._._....,_,.,....,__n-~M ............................. ,._,..., O_Qllil,t0.,, ••._.1'~ 

NOTES 

I. Lee assigns a job number after receiving the job ticket. 

2. The job number allows for quick location of the job file if there are 

future questions or revisions. 

3. All charges are totaled and the job ticket is sent to accounting. 



Photo of Lee filing job ticket 

NOTES 

Once a job has been completed, Lee files an original copy of the job 

ticket along with any related materials that might be needed for 

future reference. 



Photo of Judy Harley entering data 

NOTES 

Accounting receives a copy of the job ticket and generates an invoice 

that summarizes the services provided and the charge for those 

services. 



ncket
Step6 

lJlll':llladlWi 

RSD Co1mnu11icatio11s - Job Ticket 
._CAntte .. c-i u,1,2. 
vrwd .. Ill! 

._._ DAY ,,, 0101c.,fr1•II 

'l/1/f2. 

1t•e1tw••O VAu•Y IIAltlU ,..,, 
/111100,• SCHIIOL >fdl{Y Htl!D•L z.,...,., Nl!W $CN1111L D•ou:An•IJ 

ti___+-t++++++:t..:t..:t~..:t.:t±.+++++++++++±+t+t♦♦♦♦tt+++++++++++++++++♦tt ♦tt ..... IIIMtt .... Uoilll'wl .,_,h9t .... 

Rj1/'t2 __ f! __ PRESS. PIIC.l<E . ..cT _ _ _ -1....c._o_._0_0 ________ #_1,;..o_._o_o __ 

,;-,;,2. 6 . f'lt06/fA"1 LAYOIIT/TY,.IISCT' ./4/ 0 . 00 ,.1,0. 00 

'21~. , 2. 0 

" 
PRO&lfA,,,, Plf tlJTIN& #200. 00 4_,J._ 11 __ _ 

/'IIIJL T l · MEDIA Plf06'1fA/II/ I 12.0. 00 4/S: oo ,,~s.oo 

r~m~ft••~~r~~~=•=~~~ ~~~-•a• a••••••••~~a•~=• r •••e•••••••••n•••• •R 
JmllrlnSnittvA...-i .. f/6/u. 1>11e"-lcer..,,.... 'l/ll•'- -
lb; ...... k pm: ........ A.-1W 
,..,._...r...,, A - ....... --.................. n .. ~ . N - ....... , N ......................... 0-o-lrtCllft, W'•,....'W ..... 

NOTES 

After the data is entered in the computer, an invoice is mailed at the 

end of each month. 
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(3,4) 458-1'43 • 

()00551 
iN',/()ICE NIJMIIER 
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9
D·Ut'r~ct 

10· .,.,0 BigblraY 10 
1 ..... ti) 
Glaucoe • 63038 

NOTES 

1. The invoice and other accounting forms were designed to look 

professional and important so they would be taken seriously by the 

client. 

2. The invoice was designed so it would match the configurations of 

our accounting system. 

3. The invoice lists much of the same information shown on the job 

ticket 

4. A sample invoice is included in the addendum of this book. 



tatement 

· ns RSD communicat10 
Babier Campus 

rd Road 
1955A Shepa 038-1431 
Glencoe. MO 63 fp;f.. (314) 455.9652 
(314) 458-1143 • 

v.uey KiclcUe == School Distxict 
,??n B.ipaY io9 63038 

STATEMENT 

STA1t.MEN'T 0,11,n : 8/30/92 

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 42100 

PAGE: l 

AMOUNT REM11°l£0 

5 - s PORTIONOf STATEMENT 
REiURNTHI 
WITH YOUR PAYMENT. 

NOTES 

I. Statements are issued at the same time invoices are mailed. 

2. The statement lists any outstanding balances, including the most 

recent invoice. 

3. A sample statement is included in the addendum of this book. 
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NOTES 
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NOTES 



Applied Payments 

60.00 
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01 
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NOTES 

1. Once the payment has been deposited, it can then be applied to the 

branches responsible for completing the different parts of the job. 

2. This enables the different branches to become self-supporting units 

within the department. 

3. The accounting system allows us to track the applied payments and 

see which branches within the department are making money and 

which ones are not 

4. This very presentation could have se rved as a model for this process 

because so many different branches were involved in its production. 
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Part IV 

Benefits and Advantages 
of a Self-Supporting PR Unit 



Benefit # 1: Accountable Schools 

■ Each school is responsible for purchasing the communication services 
it needs. 

■ Schools use more scrutiny and discernment before purchasing 
communication services. 

I Schools are especially more careful when ordering printing items. 

■ Schools become better consumers as they search for the least expensive 
cost for the communication services they desire. 

NOTES 

I. Schools must now ask themselves if they really need the service 

they are purchasing. 

2. Schools tend to be more wasteful in their communication requests 

when they know those materials and services are provided free of 

charge by the district. 

3. Schools have the option of going to an outside source. 



Benefit #2: Accountable Communications 

■ Discerning schools require the Communications Department to make 
sure its goods and services are produced creatively and professionally. 

■ Communication services must be delivered at reasonable prices to 
compete with outside vendors. 

■ Improved budgeting, documentation, accounting and tracking of exact 
expenses for district projects since superintendent, BOE and other 
service departments are invoiced for PR/marketing projects. 

■ Branches within the Communications Department become more 
accountable for their own projects and responsibilities. 

NOTES 



Benefit #3: Improved Community Relations 

■ Low overhead and cost effective service to organizations and businesses 
outside the district create new opportunities for positive relations with 
the community. 

■ Greater awareness of and emphasis on the importance of quality 
customer service. 

NOTES 

1. The information folder is a marketing tool that can attract outside 

customers because it lists all services provided by RSD 

Communications. 

2. Any services provided to organizations and businesses in the 

community will hopefully contribute to feelings of good will and 

support when the time comes to propose an increase in the district's 

tax levy. 
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Self-Supporting PR: 
Success in the Corporate World 



Photo of Communication World Cover 

NOTES 

This is the June/July 1993 issue of Communication World published 

by the International Association of Business Communicators. 



Photo of cover page for article 

NOTES 

The anicle is written by Dwight A. Johnson 



Article from /ABC Communication World 

FEATURES 
29 

OWN 111-NOUA A.aNC'f aun.D 'fOU• When the corporate PR ~IC 

BY D\t1GHT :\. JOHNSON shop results w= '° sua:e111UI the 
Jesc:nte.i ,n this aroclc .et up d\ client demand. ls du! the wa\' 
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NOTES 

1. This article is from the June/July issue of Communication World 

published by the International Association of Business 

Communicators. 

2. The article clearly illustrates that the idea of a self-supporting PR 

unit within a school district is being tried on a similar basis with 

equally successful results in the corporate world. 

3. In doing research for this presentation, we contacted the IABC for 

additional information and were told that this article received more 

response than any other feature in this issue. proving that interest 

in the self-supporting PR approach is becoming more prevalent. 



Thoughts from the Corporate World 

"The change is part of the evolution in corporate PR 
toward providing only those services that in-house 
clients are willing to pay for." 

- Dwight A. Johnson, author of article 

NOTES 

I. The key words are "change" and "evolution." 

I. The theme for this seminar is "Meeting the Challenge of Change." 

2. Many school PR departments will face the chalJenge of changing to 

a self-supporting approach. 



Thoughts from the Corporate World 

"Every activity was being questioned for its cost and if 
it couldn't be justified it was likely to go out of 
business." 

- Jerry Santos, AT&T 

NOTES 

Consider the implications of Total Quality Management: Are your 

services of such quality that they are in demand by the schools and 

clients you are serving? If the answer is "no" then your job may 

very welJ be in jeapordy. 



Thoughts from the Corporate World 

"The in-house agency approach helps tie overall 
communication efforts into the corporate plan." 

- Keith Sheldon, Southern California Edison 

NOTES 

An understanding of the overall district plan will make the PR 

department even more valuable and indispensible. 



Thoughts from the Corporate World 

" ... They [creative services] moved toward the agency 
concept, charging the client for the work rather than 
expecting corporate headquarters to pick up the bill." 

- Jerry Santos.AT&T 

NOTES 

Part of the process of site-based management was for the school to 

pick up the tab for any communication services it requested. 



Thoughts from the Corporate World 

"Even the fully loaded cost of projects is less than a 
client faces outside the company." 

- Dwight A. Johnson, author of article 

NOTES 

Low overhead enables RSD Communications to provide 

competitively priced services to the district's departments and 

schools. 



Thoughts from the Corporate World 

"High quality competitive performance has even 
attracted outside clients." 

- Dwight A. Johnson, author of article 

NOTES 

1. Another benefit of being a separate agency is the opportunity to 

offer the same services to businesses and organizations in the 

community. 

2. According to the article, Bell Atlantic's creative services group 

receives three-quarters of its work from customers outside the 

company. 



Thoughts from the Corporate World 

"A lot is involved in the administrative aspects of 
running an in-house agency: time sheets for the staff so 
clients can be billed properly and promptly, vendor 
contracts and invoices, all in large volumes." 

- Dwight A. Johnson, author of article 

NOTES 

1. Emphasize the fact that "A lot is involved in the administrative 

aspects of running an in-house agency." 

2. Many of these same components are in place at RSD 

Communications. 



Thoughts from the Corporate World 

"Don't underestimate the manpower it might take to put 
together and run an operation like this." 

- Rob Merchant, AT&T 

NOTES 

While there are numerous benefits and advantages to operating a self

supporting PR unit, it should also be noted that there are many 

challenges as well. 



ROCKWOOD 

"Empowering People with a Vision" 

NOTES 

1. At RSD Communications, our vision of the future includes an 

ongoing effort to be a more efficient and more self-supporting PR 

program. ln keeping with the theme of this seminar, we would like 

to challenge you to consider some of the same changes we have 

outlined here today. 

2. This slide ends the presentation and should provide a backdrop for 

questions and answers. 
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Communications & Strategic Planning 

Profile RSD Communications is 

a self-supporting unit operating 

under the auspices of the Rockwood 

School District. Although the team 

primarily serves Rockwood schools 

and departments, the same expert 

resources and services are available 

to other organizations, firms, 

agencies and individuals. 

Services Audio-visua] production, 

graphic design, marketing, printing, 

program planning/coordination, 

writing/editing 

Expertise Full-service public relations: 

educational, non-profit, governmental 

and corporate 

T earn 11 members 

"Empowering Peop6- with • Vision" 
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Communicat,on~ 

Bab!er Campus 

1Q55-A ~neoord Rooa 

Glencoe Missou11 6J0J!<-143 t 

13141 458-1143 Teiep/"One 

1314) 458-Q652 ~acs,m,ie 
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1993 
Award of Excellence, MoSPRA: Rockwood Vision 
Award of Excellence, MoSPRA: 

92-93 Pleasures of Music (best in show) 
Award of Excellence, MoSPRA: 

General information Packet 
Award of Excellence, MoSPRA: Knee lrtjury 

Video (best in show) 
Award of Merit, MoSPRA: Keystnne 
Award of Merit, MoSPRA: State of the District 92-93 
Award of Merit, MoSPRA: Uthoff Valley 

Elementary VALOR Tham Brochure 
Award of Merit, MoSPRA: Ridge Meadows Elementary 

Information Packet 
Award of Merit, MoSPRA: Key Into Rockwood 
Award of Commendation, MoSPRA: Uthoff Valley 

Elementary Science Fair Video 
Award of Commendation, MoSPRA: 

Voluntary Transfer Program Feature 
Award of Excellence, NSPRA: 

General Information Packet 
Award of Merit, NSPRA: Tuke Time for Music 
Golden Achievement Award, NSPRA: Park • Rock Day 
Golden Achievement Award, NSPRA: Keystone 

1992 
Gold Medallion Award, NSPRA: 

Internal Public Relations 
Award of Excellence, MoSPRA: Rockwood Vision 
Award of Merit, MoSPRA: 1991-92 Music Calendar 

1991 
Gold Medallion Award, NSPRA: July 1991 Finance 

Campaign 
Award of Honor, NSPRA: Overall School Public 

Relations Program 
Rockwood Outstanding Service in Education Award 

1990 
Certificate of Accomplishment, St. Louis County: 

Community Planning 
Certificate of Recognition, Walt Disney Seminar 

Productions 
Certification, Dale Carnegie Strategic Presentations 



U) Audio-visual Services 
LU Providing multi-media, audio or visual services for 

0 
the following: 

> 
~ 
LU 
U) 

• Photo Identification Cards 
• Multi-Projector Slide Shows 
• Narration for Slide Shows/Video Programs 
• Setup for Conferences/Special Meetings 
• Slide Photography 
• Sound Reinforcement (P.A. Systems) 
• Transfer of Slide Show to Video Format 
• Video Productions,'Duplication 
• Video Editing 
• Video Tope of Special Events 

Graphic Design 
Design, desktop publishing or photo typesetting, 
photography, camera-ready art for the following 
printed materials : 

• Annual Reports 
• Business Cards, Stationery, Envelopes 
• Brochures 
• Calendars 
• Certificates/Awards 
• Direct Mail 
• Directories 
• Displays/Booths 
• Documents 
• Flyers/Bulletins 
• Forms 
• Handbooks/Booklets 
• Information Packets'Folders 
• Invitations 
• Labels 
• Logo Production 
• Maps 
• Mastheads'Newsletters/Newspapers 
• Memo Pads 
• Newspaper Display Ads 
• Posters 
• Signs and Sign Programs 
• Slides/fransparencies 
• Specialty Promotion Materials 

(buttons, cups, hats, bumper st ickers) 



U) Marketing 
LlJ Consulting, design and production of marketing for 

the following items: 

0 • Logos and Slogan Development 
• Publicity Packages 

> 
• Specialty Promotion Materials (banners, 

bumper stickers, buttons, cups, hats, Q:: pencils/pens and shirts) 

UJ Printing 
U) Printing and bindery services are provided for the 

following: 

• Booklets/Handbooks 
• Brochures 
• Calendars 
• Certificates.!Awards 
• Directories 
• Documents 
• Flyers.lBulletins.lPosters 
• Forms 
• Information Packets/Folders 
• Invitations 
• Memo Pads 
• Newsletters.!Newspaper 
• Stationery 

Program Planning/ 
Coordination 

Consulting, coordinating and emceeing special 
events, such as: 

• Ground-breaking Ceremonies 
• Dedication Ceremonies 
• Election Campaigns 
• Fundraisers 
• Recognition Programs 
• SpeciaJ Events 

Writing/Editing 
News gathering, writing, editing, proofing for the 
following: 

• Brochures 
• Newsletters.!Newspapers 
• News Releases 
• Press Packets 
• Promotional Pieces 
• Public Service Announcements 
• Scripts (for videos, slide shows, special programs) 
• Special Letters 
• Speeches 
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Director or Communications 
& Strategic Planning 

Dan J. Bums 

Secretarial Support/Special Projects 

Judy Harrington 

Communications Associate 

Jeff Am ell 

Accounting 

Judy Harley 

Graphic Design 

Sue Molner 

Beth Ruprecht 

Judy Dodd (freelance) 

News Services 

Michelle Mueller 

Audiovisual Services 

Ron Leonard 

Offset Printing Ser-vices 

Dan Tadrick 

Duplication Services 

Lue Stolts 

Support Services 

Lee Atwell 



Communications Department 

DAILY LOG '93 - '94 

s M T w R F s __ _;/ __ _,/ __ _ 
1 :00 • 2:00 

2 :00 - 3:00 

4 :00 - 5:00 

5:00 - 6:00 

6:00 - 7:00 

P.M. 



- , .... 
RSD Communications - .Job Ticket 

Job I ______ Date (Arrbe RSD Comm) ______ Date Due _____ _ 

Customer Qnlmcl by Ott Job Qescdgtion/FOQD Number 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
DIR De11rt/Emgloyee Desa:iptlon of work done Labor Materials Unit Cost Total To le BIiied 

===============================~=============================== 
Job Ticket Sent to Accounting _______ Date Invoice ~------- (1217191) 

Depu1/Employee: (Eumple) A•DJB 
Dq,utmail Coda: A•Adadn, B•B111mat Scrvicet, O•OnpMcl, M•Mllhlin1, N•News Sefflca, O•Ofl'NI, Q•Qaick Copy, V•Alldio v..t 



(/) RSD Communications 
(l_)PRINTING SERVICES PRIC~u~I~~ 
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RSD Communications 
Babier Campus 
1955-A Shepard Rood 
Glencoe. Missouri 63038-1431 
(314) 458-1143 Telephone 
(314) 458-9652 Facsimile 
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"Empowering People with • Vl•lon" 



90 Xerographic Reproduction 
uick Copy • Black Ink Only 
antity Below 1,000 Copies 
based upon PRINT READY copy 

till "as is·· without making adjustments or new prin1 copies) 

ying [per sheet - PRINT READY) 
White #20 8½ x 11 ....... . ........ . .... . .. . .. One Side - $ .03; Two Side - $.04 

8½ x 14 ........................... One Side - S.04; Two Side - S.05 
11 x 17 . . .. ... ................ .. ... One Side - S.08; Two Side - S.10 

Color #20 (Standard In-Shop Stock) 
8½ x 11 ..... .. ........ . ........... One Side - S.04; Two Side - $.05 
8½ x 14 ...... . .. . ....... . .... .. . . . One Side - $ .05; Two Side - S.06 
11 x 17 .. . ........... .. .. .. .. . .... One Side - $ .10; Two Side - $.12 

Astrobrights (Medium weight • Variety of Colors) 
8½ X 11 . ............................. . ... .. ..... .. ..... . .. $ .08 

Card Stock (Heavy Weight • White and Colored) 
8½ x 11 ...... . ....... ................................ . .... S.10 

Tabs Call for Prices 

Document Hand Placement ............... .. ... . ...... .. . . . . ..... . . ..... . .. $ .05 
(for making "print copy" from gl~, paste-up, l\alftone, light, dark or damaged 
documents, shifting, enlargements, reductions, corrections, etc.) 

omoted Binding 
Tape (25-120 sheets) .................. . .... . ...................... $.40 per book 
Staple (2-70 sheets) ........................................... . .. $.01 per staple 

Hand Staple (maximum 100 sheets per book) .................... . .. . .... S.035 each 
(minimum $5.00 charge) 

Comb (up to l ") ................................... . . .. . .. . . ... . Sl.00 per book 
( call for prices over I " ) 
(minimum $5.00 charge) 

Acco ................... .......... . . .. ... . ... . .. . . . ... .. . .. ..... $.60 per book 
Brass Fasteners . . ........ ................ . . ...................... $.30 per book 

r Service s 
Cutting .. . ............ . .... . .................. . . .. ... . . . ......... S.60 per cut 
Folding (minimum $5.00) .... ............. .. . ................... . . S.01 per sheet 
Padding (50 sheets) .. ......... . .. . ...... . .. .. ......... ... : ... .. .... $.50 per pad 
3-hole Standard Punch . . .. ... . ............ . .......... . ....... S .25 per 500 sheets 
Hand .Assembly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .... .... .. ...... . .... priced per job 

(inserts, binder assembly, large books printed in sections and assembled, fold-out maps 
inserted in 8½ x 11 books, etc.) 

Distribution . . . . .......... .. ... ... ............. . .. . ........... . . . priced per job 
(packaging for interschool mail to multiple locations) 

prices subject to change 



set Printing 
ck or Colored Ink • Quantity Above 1,000 Copies 
baSed upon PRINT READY copy (run "as is" withou1 making adjustments or new print copies) 

0 Offset Po er - BLACK INK 
White 8¼ X 11 C.Olored 8¼ x 11 White 8¼ X 1, C.Olored 8¼ x 1' 

1 Side 2 Side 1 Side 2 Side 1 Side 2 Side 1 Side 2 Side 

$28.50 $39.50 $29.90 $40.90 S39.60 S66.00 S41.50 168.00 

39.50 67.00 42.30 69.80 63.50 76.00 67.60 80.00 

50.50 74.00 64.70 . 78.20 67.50 96.00 73.60 102.00 

60.50 88.00 66.10 93.60 81.50 114.00 89.50 122.00 

13.90/m 20.20/m 16.30/m 21.60/m 18.70/m 26.00/m 19.70/m 27.00/m 

11.80/m 17.60/m 13.20/m 18.90/m 16.80/m 23.90/m 17.80/m 24.90/m 
10.20/rn 14.67/rn 11.60/rn 16.07/m 16.07/m 22.80/m 17.07/m 23.80/m 

FOR ADD IT ION AL QUANTITIES , CALL FOR PRICES 

NCR 8½ x 11 - BLAC K INK 
Sets - 2 PT Sets - 3 PT Sets- 4 PT Sets - 5 PT Sets - 6 PT 

260 $26.50 167 $26.60 125 $26.76 100 $27.50 84 S27.76 

2 500 33.50 334 33.60 250 34.00 200 36.50 168 36.00 

3 760 42.50 501 42.60 376 43.26 300 46.50 262 46.26 

4 1,000 51.60 668 61.60 500 52.50 400 55.50 336 66.50 

6 1,250 60.50 835 60.50 626 61.76 600 65.50 420 66.76 

6 1,500 69.50 1,002 69.60 750 71.00 600 76.50 504 77.00 

7 1,750 78.50 1,169 78.50 876 80.25 700 86.50 688 87.26 

8 2,000 89.50 1,336 89.50 1,000 91.50 800 97.50 672 99.50 

9 2,260 99.50 1,503 99.60 1,126 101.76 900 108.50 766 110.76 

1 cue 2,500 107.50 1,670 107.50 1,260 110.00 1,000 117.50 840 120.00 

3,750 160.00 2,505 160.00 1,875 163.75 1,600 175.00 1,260 178.75 

2 6,000 200.00 3,340 200.00 2,500 206.00 2,000 220.00 1,680 226.00 

2~ 6,250 242.00 4,175 242.00 3,125 248.25 2,500 267.00 2,100 273.26 

3 7,600 287.00 5,010 287.00 3,750 294.60 3,000 317.00 2,620 324.60 

ro R ADD l TIO NA L QUANTITIES , C ALL FOR PRICES 

Carbonle ss Po er NCR 81/2 x 5½ - BLACK INK 
Seta - 2 PT Sets - 3 PT Sets - 4 PT Sets - 5 PT Sets - 6 PT 

500 S31.50 334 S31.50 250 S31. 75 200 S32.50 168 S32.75 

2 1,000 38.60 668 38.50 500 39.00 400 40.50 336 41.00 

3 1,500 47.60 1,002 47.50 750 48.26 600 60.60 504 51.26 

4 2,000 56.50 1,336 56.50 1,000 57.50 800 60.50 672 61.50 

6 2,600 66.60 1,670 65.50 1,250 66. 76 1,000 70.50 840 71.76 

6 3,000 79.50 2,004 79.50 1,500 81.00 1,200 85.50 1,008 87.00 

7 3 500 88.60 2,338 88.50 1,750 90.26 1,400 96.50 1,176 97.26 

8 4,000 99.50 · 2 ,672 99.50 2,000 101.50 1,600 107.60 1,344 109.60 

9 4,500 109.60 3,006 109.60 2,250 111.76 1,800 118.60 1,612 120.76 

lcue 5,000 117.60 3,340 117.60 2 500 125.00 2,000 127.60 1,680 130.00 

7,600 176.00 6,010 176.00 3,750 178. 76 3,000 190.00 2 ,620 193.76 

10,000 220.00 6,680 220.00 6,000 220.00 4,000 240.00 3 360 246.00 
ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES , CALL FOR PRICES 



r NCR 4¾ x 5½ - BLACK INK 
Seta - 2 Pl' Seta - 8 Pl' Seta - 'Pl' Seu - 6 Pl' Sets - 6 PT 

1,000 138.60 668 138.60 600 138.76 400 139.50 336 139.75 

2,000 46.50 1,336 46.50 1,000 46.00 800 47.60 672 48.00 

3,000 64.60 2 ,004 64.50 1,600 66.26 1,200 67.60 1,008 68.25 

4,000 63.50 2,672 63.50 2,000 64.50 1600 67.50 1,344 68.50 

6,000 72.50 3,340 72.50 2 600 73.76 2,000 77.50 1,680 78.75 

OR ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES, CALL FOR PRICES 

red Stock 8½ X 11 - Block Ink 
White Colored White Colored 

1 Side 2 Side 1 Side 2 Side Quantit 1 Side 2 Side 1 Side 2 Side 

124.25 137 .66 $24.60 138.00 2,600 168.26 I 93.75 169.60 I 95.00 

36.00 61.50 36.60 62.00 3,000 79.00 107.60 80.60 109.00 

46.75 65.25 46.50 66.00 3 ,500 88.76 119.25 90.50 121.00 

66.50 79.00 57.60 80.00 4 ,000 98.60 131.00 100.60 133.00 

R ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES, CALL FOR PRICES 

x Cord Stock 8½ x 11 - BLACK INK 
White Colored 

1 Side 2 Side 1 Side 2 Side 

S42.90 S65.40 S44.10 $66.60 

1,260 60.26 76.75 61.76 77.26 

1,600 57.60 86.10 59.40 87.90 

1,760 61.96 90.45 64.05 92.56 

66.30 94.80 68.70 97.20 

3,000 86.70 114.20 89.30 117.80 

R ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES , CALL FOR PRICES 

lJsiness Stationer 8 ½ x 11 BLUE INK 
600 $34.26 4,000 S 92.50 

1,000 45.00 4 ,500 100.25 

1,600 50.76 6 ,000 108.00 

2,000 58.50 7,500 164.75 

2,600 68.25 10,000 208.00 

3,000 77.00 15,000 275.60 

3,600 84.75 20,000 342.00 

ro R ADD IT ION AL Q U A N TITIES , C ALL FOR PRI C ES 

120 Offset 8½ x 11 - C O LO RED INK 
White Offset with Colored Ink Colored Offset wttb Colored Ink 

Quantity Tot.al Cost Cost r 1,000 Quantity Total Cost Cost per 1,000 

5,000 S 98.00 Sl9.60 5,000 S105.00 121.00 

10,000 148.00 14.80 10,000 162.00 16.20 

16,000 200.00 13.34 15,000 221.00 14.73 

ro R ADD IT ION AL QUANTITIES , CALL FOR PRICES 

120 Offset 11 x 17 - BLAC K INK 
White Colored White Colored 

1 Side 2 Side 1 Side 2 Side Amount 1 Side 2 Side 1 Side 2 Side 

164.20 185.20 155.00 186.00 2,000 172.40 U08.40 174.00 1110.00 

63.80 97.80 65.00 99.00 2,500 84.00 120.00 86.00 122.00 

ADDITIONA L QUANTITIES, CALL FOR PRICES 
Jlri<'P~ ~uhjrrt l fl r han1tt" 



RSD Communications 
Babier Campus 
1955A Shepard Road 
Glencoe, MO 63038-1431 

INVOICE 

(314) 458-1143 • FAX (314) 458-9652 

ID lacltvood Valley Kiddle 
lacltvood School District 
1220 Bighvay 109 
Glencoe, IE 

63038 

SHIP VIA: 

SHIP DATE: 8/30/92 
DUE DATE: 9/30/92 

'!l;RMS: IIET #30 

ORDrR[D SHIPPED 

ICll)OI. DEDICATION 
12 PIESS PA!%ETS - Mary liedel 

- SEIVICES - JOB 5072 

DEDICATION 
LA.YOUT/TYPESET - Mary Riedel 

CS - JOB 5072 

t DEDICATIOH 
1,000 PROGRAMS - Mary Riedel 
- JOB 5072 

SClllOt DEDICATION 
ILTI-IIEDIA PROGRAM - Mary Riedel 
~VISUAL - J OB 5072 

1 . 0 

1 . 0 

1.0 

1.0 

,-. prepare a purchase order/check to RSD Communications. 
llawinvoice number on purchase orders/checks. 

• • • Cu1tomer (Sthaol/OeptJOinerJ • Canary Copy • Business Office Retain tar Flies • Pink 

IIJ,..,._ Ofl1Ce Return to RSC Commun1ca1,ans w,tn Paymanl • Goldenrod Copy • RSC 

~ 

INVOICE NUMBER: 000551 

INVOICE DATE: 8/30/92 

PAGE: 1 

SHIP Rocbrood Valley Kiddle 
TO: Rockwood School District 

1220 Highway 109 
Glencoe, IE 

63038 

CUST. LO.: 42100 
P.O. NUMBER: 

P.O. DATE: 8/30/92 
OUR ORDER NO.: 

SAI.ESPERSON: 

UNfT PRICE 

60.00 

310.00 

283. 12 

135.00 

NET TX 

60.00 

310.00 

283. 12 

135.00 

788.12 
0.00 
0 . 00 

788. 12 

E 

E 

E 

E 



RSD Communications 
Babier Campus 
1955A Shepard Road 
Glencoe, MO 63038-1431 

STATEMENT 

(314) 458-1143 • FAX (314) 458-9652 

Rockwood Valley Middle 
'Rockwood School District 
1220 Highway 109 
Glencoe, NO 63038 

STATEMENT DATE: 8/30/92 

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 42100 

PAGE: 1 

AMOUNT REMITTED 
$ ______ _ 

RETURN THIS PORTION OF STATEMENT 
WITH YOUR PAYMENT. 

TERMS OR REF. CODE DEBITS CREDITS BALANCE 

2/24/92 
5/24/92 
8/30/92 

Prev. Balance 
Prev. Balance 
Prev. Bal.ance 

*** 
*** 
*** 

Plllle prepare a purchase order/check to RSD Communications. 
hw invoice number on purchase orders/checks. 

11111T 1-30 PAST DUE 31-60 PAST DUE 

0.00 0.00 

a 60 PAST DUE 

499.44 

OPEN CllEDIT TOTAL 

0.00 1287.56 

365.00 
455.44 
788.12 

1608.56 

321.00-

321.00-

44.00 
455.44 
788.12 

1287.56 
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It may not be life imitating 
an, but some corporate PR 
departments are imitating 
commercial PR agencies, 
with results so successful 
that the biggest problem is 
keeping up with client 
demand. 
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_. ____________ ... ,,, .• ,., .... ._ ___________ _ 

T 
be c:bq,e ii part o( the evolu
tion in corpora1e PR towan:I 
providing only d10lc aervias 
that in-houlc diam are willing 

IIIIJ b-just like in the out1ide world. 
Mmy PR deparanena already have 
-.d from one c:enaamed oqpnization 
kaaves everybody, u.,i.ng funds from a ..,.._ .,_.c. to,everal PR account 

-dq,loy,cd ro bmines units who need 
•mouah to pick up the tab. 

Now, at companies such as AT&. T, 
Wand Bell Atlantic, the evolution ha 
.. btber. Separate, aclf-suppomng I& 

• .,encies, each coincidentally 
ad aative services, have been set up 
1belpave the companies' PR neak. 
• Aaronson. the nm manaeer of 

ATILT1 unit, views them as "a 10rt of 
flll'bmwaatic PR orpnizarion that 
aplmiJes competitiveness.· 
~ rmoci we exist is to be flexible 

■'-, ID fill all the unanticipmd 
111D." Aaronson said. -We respond 
lllllywithin hours when there's a aisis 

Hf!llt need - such as a new business 
1117, an acquisition announccmeru. or a 
.... award win. Quickness is aitical 
-lut mong PR akills, knowled,e of the 
.... and ~tivity is what diam 
ala." 

The ability to fill client need, explaw 
• AT&. T's creative services unit ha 
,-10 fast. from five people in 1988 to 
ZJnow, 1eYa1 of them video specialists. It 
.i.ap1ams why the people both in and 
■rime RfOup refer to it as PR's 
11.A.T. team. 

Q • • -,;,.~ ampehh(lll 1pU11 "'_..,...,7 

Hal T. Sieloff, head of Fad's aeative 
l!Wlmdepanment,.in Dembom. Mich., 
ammes the impormnce o( competitive 
..-. "We give the same fast raponae 
lllaativity me would expect from an 
lllide aamcy," be aid "Some aaditional 
ilml1 orpnizations just don't have that 
apmion." 

Fad's mlf of lo includes wrmn, 
graphic am 'P"riaJisu, md aewnl 
multidilciplina producas who help 
diam design, launch and manare 
communicadon projeas. The group is sat 
of the Ford C-ommunicmon, Nmwork. 

At Bell Atlantic, in Arli.ngmn. Va., 
high-quality Ci .i4.etitiV'I;; pafutmaucc has 
even aa:raaed 0Utlide c.lierus to that 
company's aeative eervias group. 
According to Walter Perkowski, who 
direas its aff of 1-1, duee-quarms of tbe 
work comes from other compania. usually 
ellewbere in tbe tdec:.ommunicad 
bmines. But one client,, Sandra (:ope, 
lnmnational, is a manufacturer ci 
cosmetics; most recent project: a JO. 
minute infomercial produced for cable. 

The cliena, of c:ounc, arc tbe real mt, 

and all thitt aeativc services groups get 
high maJb from them. Every year, the 
AT&. T unit asks clients to rate its work on 
the requirements most important a, thrm, 
auc:h as producing results consistent with 
objectives, speedy turnaround. knowledge 
of the client's bminea, and cost competi• 
tivenas with freclancas or agencies. In 
the five molt impolwtl requiremena, 
clierus rate creative RrVicc:s -1.5 on a acale 
cl 1 to 5. That results further explain why 
demand keeps rising. 

AT&. Ts unit offers several pricing 
options to ia clients. Thoee who have a 
contract pay a lower rare than d10lc 
who don't, and clients who contract for 
a full year get the ~ rate. The 
attmctive lower-price options have led 
the major clients to opt for ever larger 
annual COllttaCU. 

"The ongoing cxperiencc with a 
bminea unit client, which you get with a 
conaact, makes for a more mblc and 
efficient opemion for the client and for 
us," explained Rob Mm:hant, who 
manages the AT&. T group's bu.1iness 
office. "The overhead is less, the COit of 
pmceaing invoices is lea. 10 we can 
charge lea." 

A lot is involved in the administrative 
aspecu ci running an in-houae agency: 

time ahem for cbe alf 10 c:1iam can be 
billed properly and promptly, vendor 
conaaa:s and invoias, all in larJC 
'YOlumes llt e.ch cl the three companies. 
Merchant's advice to anyone setting up a 
a,mpamble °'bulinas office": "'Don't 
underestimate the manpower it might • 
to put f0RCther' and run an operation like 
this." He b. a manqer and five contraet 
workas assisting him. 

The toe:al volume of work done by the 
three aeative eervias units is impressive: 
about U.S. $6 million last year at Bell 
Atlantic, nearly $12 million at AT&. T 
andatnxd. 

Subcontracting adds to in-h01Ue 
advantages 
All three groups buy a good deal of frtt. 
lance writing, photography, publication 
design, video production and other 
aeative services. Subcoruracting acc.ounrs 
fur about half the dollm at AT&. T and 
Bell Atlantic and aomewhat more at rord. 

AT&. Ts creative ICrVices unit hired 
440 freelancers. or "external vendors." last 
year, paying 5,300 invoices worth U.S. 
$5.9 million. What's imprasive is not just 

that the vendors do a lot of the work. It's 
also that their cmuributioa. under the 
creative ICrVices unit's aupervwon, is cost• 

dTective, 10 that even the fully loaded COit 

of projects is less than a client f-ac.es out• 
side the company. 

"In any vendor relationship, the key is 

picking the right vendor at the start. 
We've sorud through the vendors," 
explained Aaronson, "and we understand 
which ones provide the best services in 
different situations. We also know their 
rate ltNCtUl'e, and we encourage a aort cl 
open market competition. When they're 
high. we acquaint them with the c:ompeti• 

IABC CcC _ __, .• World 1-/Jw, 199J 
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111u11arketplace they're in and often they 
11111 their rares into line." 

-what is at work in these enaepre• 
-1 PR units an: aJI the advanaiges of 
mating combined with all the advan
•of oulSOUl"Cing," said Gifford 
tmchot. a management consultant and 
lad ii Pinchot and Co., Branford, Conn. 
'AIAT&T, a busin5 unit can use its 
1111captive PR staff, or it can call on 
Bive services. If it does the latter, it 
llllidsenlarging its own Staff and iJlaea.y 

111he risk of future layoffs. At the same 
• png to creative services Instead of 
fll outside the company means the 
im has a greater ability to keep sccrcts, 
apdlings inside. So they have many of 
1lnlvanrages of going outside without 
ill dlsadvancagcs." 
Oaourcing to supplier.; outside the 

1111p111y "also becomes more effective 
• it's done through an outfit such as 
.we services," Pinchot believes, 
'muse crurq,reneurial intermediaries 
lmne very good at buying things." 

Pinchot, who will shonly publish a 
.adw describes the decline of 
micracy in many fields, noted that 
\mucracy is based on monopoly 
llllionships. for example where you have 
If> to in-house supplier.; and you get 
lfiCOIU and often indifferent service. 
la when a supplier - inside or out -
-.,etes for busine$, strong customer 
aisa natural result." 

He emphasized that those who handle 
illowourcing must have the entrepre• 
llllll sp1rit or outsourcing does not get 
miaults hoped for. He gave an example 
1ibe US. Oepamnenr of Defense which 
i'lobweaucratic it makes supplier.; 
lmucmic. 
'Olly if you have an entrepreneurial 

11,u m you likely to have an entrepre• 
111111 scller," he concluded. 

ll'C 'nrinr W«ld JtotdJ,,Jy 199J 

Location is no det.er1ent to 
lel'Vice 
Another strength of AT&. T's creative 
services group is the way it addrescs - or 
ignores- geogtaphy. It has members 
located in Santa Clara, Calif., Jackson
ville, Fla., and Pittsburgh, Pa., in addition 
to the Ba.slcing Ridge, N.J., lac. Kevin 
Compton serves cliena in the Western 
U.S., with special attention to Silicon 
Valley and AT&. T's evolution toward 
more futuristic communication. Linda 
Haertlein in Jadcsonville gives her 
attention to highly strategic special 

projects as well as key corporate initia
tives. Lenora Vesio, located in Pittsburgh, 
serves AT&. T's global organizations, with 
clients in Asia, Europe and South 
America. The way global work is increas
ing, it's conceivable that one or more staff 
members will be based overseas sometime 
in the near future . 

Launching the AT&. T Universal Card 
three years ago was a huge effon that 

"The reason we exist 
is to be flexible and 

fast, to fill all the 

unanticipated needs. 
We respond literally 

within hours when 

there's a crisis or 

urgent need .. .' 

occupied all of the then-fledgling creative 
services Staff for about six months. It has 
been one of the group's greatest succcsscs. 
Another was laying out and then imple
menting a complex - and sensitive -
intema1/extemal communication effon 
that announced a recent Baldrige "double 
win" that put two AT&. T organizations in 
the spotlight for their quality petfonnance 
at the same time. 

The group also has established a special 
niche for itself in electronic publications. 
ltset up AT&T Toda,, the company-wide 
electronic newsletter "originally as son of 

IN•NOUSI AGINCY 
CONCIPT WOIIKING 

AT IOUTHlllN 
CALIPOllNIA IDIION 

s.ritcbias Oftl' ID 11D in-boule 
IIIJIDCT crmanmicarion amcept at 
SautbaoCalifomiaEdilon bam't 
bemwilbout b,. cballenpa, IICCGl'll
ias ID Keilb Sheldcm, ABC, APR, l,ut 

--~ lban two ,an of open
rion, dlf! henefm ....- NIPDDffll ID 

emasc-
"Ewr,tbins we do - or abould 

l,e dams - needa ID he lied inlD the 
orpaizarion'• llraflelic plan," 
Sheldon eaya. Tbein-bou.easency 
approach belpe tie ownD communi
auion efforu into the corporate plan. 

'Ibey haw rec:cndy 1llken the 
in-bouae ap:ncy let-up a-., funbcr 
bf c:nalins UI eisbt,.member 
mmmunicatinn ceam dw ii phyai
cally loaded in • diffamt localian 
from the rest of the c:omm11nic:arion 
poup, and that team repor1I ID the 
F.nerff Eftidency and Marketiaa 
5emces departmenL 

"We're nill a corporate commu
nication -rm," Sheldon aya, "but we 
an:msrencbcdintheEnazy 
Fflic:irnc:v and Muketq Semces 
depmuncnt', cuhme." "Ibey are 

lookins ID create other ~teaml ID 
llel'ft oeha-1tratqpc detMIUDeidl 

mc.b - c:wtomer ICrYice and human 
raoun:ea. 

One of lhe dlilicuhia that arOle 

duriaa the nrifch to UI in•bome 
ap:nc:y in~ ambipowjurildic
tiom far account e:ucutiws. A. a 
rauh of UI extemiw ~ 
effort. and • review of the account 
~ SY'ltem'• performance in
the .,-t year, a IObation ID the 
jurildic1ional c:onnuion could he ID 
eJeftle the polition of account 
c::DCUlift ID dw of account 111pem

-, IMll8 that penon • broader and 
more lb'.aRpc approach ID IOfflll8 
c:am11111nic:ation problam. 



_11_____________ idiMMIEME------------------

11R&D opention. • Vmo m:alled. The 
DI• ID aix-page update. immediately 
Milable each morning to everyone on 
AT&'r1 iruanal network of employee 
llll)Utm, quickly became IO IUCCCISful 
dllumral busine:e units and regions 
IDCI\ wum:d their own. The creative 
lfflCB unit has helped let them up. 
Randy, that project has involved 
Vaio'a iruemational be&; She has spent 
ame in Europe and in Hong Kong helping 
!lpNl PR managers develop format. 
Clllla\t and distribution schemes for their 
mw electronic publications, and she is 
1111W helping them survey their readers. 

BMics still count 

'Writing is the core skill" of most acative 
lffias people, according to AT&. r s 
Aaronson. Video production capabilities 
It. dasc second, and video projects 
have been some of the group's biggest 

llipunents. 
Jim Mclncmcy's television projects 

lllit, which merged with the acativc 
ll'ica unit three years ago, m:cruiy 
poduced a three-day, multipoint 
~ spomorcd by AT&. T for 
!he American Society for Quality umaol. 
The TV Project staff also produces an 
~ reties of live "nanow-cam" for 
die anployecs of AT&. rs global hlninem 
mrrnmication svstcms unit - ambitious 
hs::ue they arc done quancrly from 
Merentpans of the U.S.-~ 
La., West Oucago, Ill., Denver, C.olo., 
Admm, Ga., Los Angeles, Calif., and 
rmerclties where the busin~ unit has 
ma or other major installations. One 
dlhe video producers, Cluis Newtan, is 
lllplfflSiblc fur the broadcasts, tctting 
lhcm up &om acratch with the help ci 
ml pick-up crews, getting the set built, 
hqirig In television equipment and 
DIii the broadcast. 

-We have -40 to 50 video projects going 

~ 111JW and more ~ continually 
amq in," says Newton, one ci the five 
1V producers and a docummtarian by 
ade. "We're NDning as fast as we can just 

ID keep up.• It's a frequent refmin. 
Video in its various forms is an hnpoiau,t 
part of Bell Atlantic's and foord'1 creative 
aervices work as wdL 

At Bell Atlantic, consim:nt with that 
company's wrporate million. Perkowslti's 
staff is developing expertise in inraactive 
multiuwlia; for example, trmm&itting 
video ptqplllW to clientll on demand. 

At Ford, television ac:counrs for IDOlt: 

than half the work. according to Sidolf. In 
fact, his group grew out ci an earlier radio, 
television and film department. a name 
reflecting the company founder's 
avocational interest and desire to preserve 
and document processes and historical 
evmts. "The charter goes way back," 
says Sieloff. 

Balancin& growth~ be trickv 
The creative services units have proved so 
effective, they risk a problem most 
organizations would like to have: growth. 

"We don't want to grow too fast, 
because if work chies up WC could be in 
aouble." said Jerry Santo5, now director of 
AT&.rs creative eervices and the AT&T 
executive who originally started the 
embryonic group ir& the direction that led 
to us~ He al&o has had to coruinu• 
ally adjlm the balance between the work 
force and work load. nu far, the 
adjumncnts have been to add staff and 
free-lance support 

"In my peaonal view, the group ha.m't 
reached its maximum size yet," Santos 
said. "It plays a strategic role ir& PR at 
AT&. T, providing the busira5 PR units 
with flexibility and extended ~ 
and keeping them from having to add 
people and later a.rt back." At the same 
time, Santos believes, the dedicated PR 
account teams also will continue to grow, 
"bccaw;e ci the nature of the work," he 
says, "things never get simpler, there's 
always more and more work." 

Santos rec:alled the beginning of the 
creative services unit in 1988. "The winds 
were changing. Every activity wm being 
questioned fur its cost, and if it couldn't be 
justified it was likely to go out of businra," 
he said. "The group was then primarily 
engaged in the important~ of face-to-

fao.. employee a.xmnunicatian. but I foelt 
they would be in aouble unless they 
expanded their focm to include all types ci 
PR projem. In additioo. I felt it would be 
very UICful tf they moved tonrd the 
agency concept, charKing the c:limt for 
the work rather than expcaing axporate 
headquarten ID pick up the bill• 

What everyone 111W .... very noble 
expe,:iment that they hoped would work" 
has indeed worbd, by every poaible 
aia:rion. 

One ci the most impou:ant a:m is how 
the aff fares, and AT&. r, creative 
services appears to have a work enviroo• 
mcnt where people thrive. To Paul 
LaPlantc, a sadt manager who has been 
with the group since it wm funned, 
"What's most satisfying about working 
here is how v.-e'rc pm:eived ir& the PR 
division," he said. "I thinlc we've got an 
ouamnding reputation among just about 
everybody, but WC had ID work for it. 
People were a little skeptical in the 
beginning, and asked 'Why do we need itr 
But people havt: ICCn we add value." 

Santos sccs additional muons for 
aeativc aervices unit's good amnding with 
us staff member5. -rhcy have a lot of 
control ova- their projeas," he aid, "and 
because they work with many different 
business units they get to know which 
ones they might want to work with later, 
so they also feel they have 10111e control 
over their destiny." He IUIIUllcd up: "'We 
don't have a lot of people hurrying to 

leave." 
AT&. r s acarive services unit is IO 

effective, some have wondered tf it 
couldn't operate as a separate, wholly 
owned subsidiary, or even as a apin-off 
independent company. While dae idem 
arc offered as light-beaned conjectures. 
they reveal a confidence and aris£ac:tion 
that many organizations would envy. But 
that's what can happen when you tum a 
con center into a savings center, and do a 
bang-up job as well. 

~A.Johnson is 4 frr,t-wia tllrisff f:iasei in 
New Jene,. 

IABC 1,,,;.C-.aleicerienlli'11111 Wald JwwJJ1', 1993 



National School Public Relations Association 

PR Officers Discover Alternative Funding Methods 
Site-based management may buy amununications ser- lations is viewed as another ben-

111d inadequate school funding vices, including audio-visual, efit of organizing the office to al-
•pushing school public rela- graphic design. marketing, low community groups to 
im professionals to seek al- printing, program roordination contract out for the department's 
ntive ways of financing the and writing/editing. services. 
lllmol communications office. Jeff Arnett, communications 

School PR officers are ex- assistant, said a group of influen-
plming innovative ways to "Sdlools ha:/ to say frx the tial businesses created in the af-
llll'k with businesses to sup- termath of the Midwest floods Copt,gwlh 
pxt school communications 6rst time, 'what is the value of has approached the school mm- School Crllt:s s dvities and creative uses of munications office to provide 

the tlJs of the annunity resources. the fXC)Ci.Jct or servics. • No some PR services. 
One suburban St. Louis 

one had asked that before.· But Bums emphasized there NSPRAwcnsllop 
Mo.) school district's commu- is never any question who gets sdleduled frx 
llilllions office, perhaps, has Dan Burn• £int priority-Rockwood Public January 14-15 i1 pie further down the road of Schools. 

Hlton Head, South ll)'district in moving its finan- To be sure, a fundamental 
Iii! structure into a self-sup- The district's 25 schools change in the way the depart- CaroliJa. The 
pxtingPRuniL have become better consumers ment operates has left some chal- conference s 

The lessons learned so far as they search for the least ex- 1enges that Bums and his staff coordinated by ~lhestate's most rapidly- pensive rost for the communi- continue to grapple with. 
NSPRA :S past powing district, Rockwood cation services they need. For starters, it's difficult 

Pabllc Schools, in creating an His 10-person department sometimes to determine who to preskients and 
1n-house PR agency" may charges for every service and bill for what services. Bums em- hosted by our 
pmid the future for the documents all charges. If his phasiz.ed that his department still SouthCaroina liloolPRoffice. prices aren't competitive, has responsibility for all of the 

Chapter. Wa'dl Dan Bums, Rockwood's di- schools may go elsewhere for districtwide communications ac-
m of communications and services. tivities. yourmalln 
-.teg1c planning, said the "It helps schools be account- Bums predicts the depart- Novernlw for 
fllll to changing the PR office able and it helps me be aa:ount- ment will be totally self-support- reglstralion 
ifpn with the district's move able. H the schools can get a ing in a couple of years. "Wftre 

mah1riaJs. 
• site-based manage- service performed somewhere still evolving," he said. 'We have - else, why shouldn' t they? It's a Jong way to go.H 

His department began by forcing me to look at my costs For those school PR profes-
lllimating what each school to see if they are in line," he sionals who wish to explore be-
aid spend on communica- said. coming a self-supporting PR 
DIS. Each school is given an Besides being more account- unit, Bums' advice is to go 
iation from which they able, improved community re- (Continued on page 3) 



PR Programs Use Creative Funding 
..., from front page) 
ilwly. 

• And don't underestimate 
8iemanpower needed to put 
.. togethert Arnett added. 

However, Bums believes 
)11111 don't need a large staff to 
-,dify this operation to fit a 
n-person office. 

Arnett said, "A lot of one
pmon shops are in jeopardy. 
'l'lia approach helps track and 
~ all responsibilities of the 
m,ol PR office." 

Bill Dixon, mmmunity rela
lin specialist for the Albany, 
(ft., public schools, said 
rhool-based management 
flus school budget cuts are 
~ a new look at ways to 
leepcommunications depart
ftlllS alive. 

"Dan's idea of setting up a 
llf-t11pporting service agency 

has a lot of appeal.• he added . 
Out of eamomic neoe,sity, 

other Oregon school distrids are 
pressing forward with alterna
tive ways to fund mmmunica
tions activities. 

Kathy Leslie, ~ executive 
direclor of educational public~ 
lations for the Beaverton. Ore., 
public schools, said she's explor
ing a range of hmd-raising ac
tivities, including partnership, 
with busines9es. Among them: 
■ One major businels has 

oommitted to sponsor the cmn
munity-wide school newspaper 
in exchange for a listing of the 
school programs in which the 
business is involved. 
■ Another b~ is spon

soring individual school news. 
letters in exchange for 
advertising. 
■ Local Realtors are paying 

for the production of a school 
map previously produced by 
the distria. Realtors will sell the 
maps at their offices. 
■ Volunteers for the cnm

munications office are solicited 
from mlleges. Those with jour
nalism backgrounds are identi
fied. 

Leslie believes drastic mea
sures are necessary so that the 
mmmunicalions function can 
survive even in the face of cut
ting IChools to the bare~ 
tials-the teacher and the 
classroom. 

°'Moving in the direction (of 
outside funding) has a strong 
appeal to people who want to 
maintain these types of services 
when we're getting down to the 
core," she said. 'This is a way to 
move ahead to~ the ser
vices are there." -Mary Massey 

"A lex d a,e. 
persooshql5 
areinjeop;my. 
Thsappmi) 
helps trade arr:J 
jlBlifyal 
responsblties 
ofthesmod 
PR~.• 

Jeff Arnett 

Policies that Work: Chemical Awareness 
The district is committed 

to helping all students fully 
raliz.e their potential To do 
this, it is necessary that the 
educational process allow 
students to make decisions 
about significant life ~ues. 

One increasingly impor
tant issue in our society is the 
meof mood-altering chemi
mls. We know that students 
cannot make full use of total 
IChool program if they are 
hmnfully involved with 
dlemicals; involvement with 
chemicals can seriously in
hibit their capacity to learn 
and to function effectively in 
our schools. 

The primary respon-
11,ility for helping students 

bltier 1993 

who are seriously involved with 
chemicals lies with their parents. 
However, the potential for 
lasting personal damage exists 
unless schools act in amjunction 
with parents to help their 
children under.;tand the comp1ex 
nature of chemical dependency. 
It is necessary that our students, 
their parents, and their teachers 
be made aware of the danger 
inherent in making unwise 
choices about chemical abuse. It 
is also the intent of the school to 
uphoJd state and fed~ laws 
pertaining to chemical use. It is 
vital that the district provide the 
students and their teacheB with 
a romprehensive chemical 
awareness program. 

Therefore the district sup-

ports the following three ma
jor a>mponents in the 
district's Chemical Aware
ness Program: 

1. Drug abuse preven
tion education and the~ 
motion of wise choices 
ronceming the individual's 
health. 

2. An early intervention 
in the abuse process for the 
purpose of identification, 
evaluation, and, when appro
priate, refe:nal for treatment. 

3. A supportive school 
environment for students 
who have been harmfully in
volved with drugs and/ or al
cohol, including those whose 
families are disrupted by 
chemical abuse. 

This is an 
excerpt from 
the Chemical 
Awareness 
policy of the 
Anoka
Hennepin 
School 
District, 
Minn. 

Page 3 NSPRA Nelworlc 
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